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94TH CONGRESS
1st Session

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

J

Rroirr
No. 94-608

SECOND CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGETFISCAL YEAR 1976

OcroBnE

31, 1975.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. ADAMS, from the Committee on the Budget,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. Con. Res.466]

The Committee on the Budget submits the following report in
explanation of the accompanying concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res.
, setting forth on an aggregate basis only, the congressional
budget for the United States Government for the fiscal year 1976, and
recommends that it do pass.
I. SUMMARY AND PURPOSE OF H. CON. RES. 466
H. Con. Res. 466 revises the first concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1976 (H. Con. Res. 218, adopted May 14, 1975),
which established targets foi revenue, spending, and debt legislation
for the fiscal year. It establishes the following budget aggregates for
fiscal year 1976:

Binlens

(1) Revenues -------------------------------------$301.8
(2) Budget Authority
----------------------400.5
(3) Outlays ---------------------------------------373.8
(4) Deficit -------.----------------------------72.0
620.4
(5) Public Debt
Of these aggregates, the amount specified for revenues represents a
floor. After adoption of the resolution, neither House may consider
legislation which would have the effect of lowering revenues for fiscal
year 1976 below the amount specified in the concurrent resolution. The
amounts specified for budget authority and outlays represent ceilings.
After adoption of the resolution, neither House may consider legislation
which would have the effect of increasing budget authority or outlays
for fiscal year 1976 above the amounts specified in the resolution.
(1)
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H. Con. Res. 466 also contains a reconciliation provision directing the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance to report legislation to their respective Houses
reducing Federal revenues for the period between January 1, 1976 and
June 30, 1976 )'y $5.4 billion. This reconciliation direction is intended
to achieve the revenue level set in the resolution by extending the
1975 tax cut in an amount sufficient to keel) withholding rates from
rising in January 1976 and by raising $1 billion in revenues though
tax reform, as proposed in the first resolution.
The budget aggregates proposed in this resolution differ from the
first resolution targets as follows :
Reeav es are increased by $3.6 billion;
Budget A,,tl osdy is increased by $13.8 billion;
Outlays are increased bY $6.8 billion;
Deficit is increased by $3.2 billion; and
Public Debt is increased by $2.8 billion.
The second budget resolution aggregates have increased despite
the ]l'k of any major program initiatives by the Congress, primarily
as a result of increased spending for programs that are particularly
sensitive to economic conditions. At the same time, revenues have
increased as a result of rising incomes due to inflation and the beginning
of economic recovery.
The deficit proposed in this resolution-$3.2 billion above the
first budget resolution-is essentially the same as the President's
current budget deficit for fiscal year 1976. The Adminhistration now
concedes outlays of approximately $370 billion and a deficit of
approximately $70 billion. Adoption of the President's $28 billion
tax reduction proposal would increase the Administration's fiscal
year 1976 deficit to approximately $75 billion.
The resolution does not include bidget authority or outlays that
may be needed to implement the recently concluded Sinai peace
settlement. The Administration has not yet submitted specific
funding requests for either military or economic a-,sistance. If a request
is submitted to the Congres prior to House action on this resolution,
a floor amendment accommodating the amounts requested may be
offered.
The Committee wishes to emphasize that its recommendations
include absorption of 50 percent of the 5-percent pay increase for
Federal military and civilian employees. Absorption of a portion of
annual pay increases-18 percent in fiscal year 1974 and 26 percent in
fiscal year 1975-has become common in recent years a. the Administration and the Congress attempt to reduce spending to the maximum
extent practicable. The Committee believes that an extra effort is
called for in fiscal year 1976 on an across-the-board basis. Each Federal
agency is expected to bear a fair share of the pay absorption cost.
Economic Goals oJ H. Con. R(s. 466-The Committee believes that
the Nation is recovering from the deepest economic recession of the
postwar era; however, in order for the recovery underway to continue
and grow stronger:
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(1) the 1975 tax cut must be extended so that withholding rates
will not rise in January;
(2) inflation must not return to high levels, dampening the
consumer and business confidence essential to continued recovery;
(3) monetary policy must ease sufficiently to accommodate the
continued expansion; and
(4) the economic stimulus proposals included in the resolution
must be enacted and effectively implemented.
The resolution is aimed at maintaining and strengthening the current
recovery. It recommends a continuation of the 1975 tax cut to kee )
withholding rates at current level,. This essential stimulus to the
economy is accompanied by the powerful impact of counter-cyclical
Federal spending (such as unemployment compensation, food stamps,
and public asistace) which maintains consumer demand and targeted
spending to promote job opportunities. At the same time, the resolution rejects non-essential or reasonably deferrable Federal spending.
The Committee believes its resolution proposes a balanced approach
to meeting the Nation's economic and social needs.
Adoption of legislation con i tent with the resolution, accompanied
by a moderate easing of monetary policy, would make it possible to
achieve the unemployment and inflation targets set in the first budget
resolution; th,.t is, to reduce the unemployment rate to 7 percent by
the end of 1976 and to assure that the inflation rate does not exceed
7 percent throughout 1976.
The Committee continues to be concerned about high unemployment rates. It is convinced that if all of the job stimulus proposals in
the first resolution had been promptly enacted, unemployment could
have been reduced to a greater extent. Job-creation remains the essential need of the economy.
In view of the economic uncertainties prevailing in the economy and
with the estimated unemployment rate now expected to be 7 percent
at the end of 1976, the Committee believe-, that the economic situation
should be followed closely by the Congiess o that appropriate and
timev action can be taken should there be iuy indication of a reversal
in the favcrh.ble trends now e.pparent in the economic outlook for 1976.

If. BACKGROUND AND NATURE OF THE RESOLUTION
Adoption of H. Con. Res. 466 and completion of the reconciliation
process called for in the resolution will complete the first-year implementation of the new congressional budget process embarked upon in
March 1975 (as set forth in House Report 94-125).
Pursuant to its first-year implementation plan, on May 14 Congress
adopted the first budget resolution for fiscal year 1976, setting targets
for the five major budget aggregates (revenues, budget authority, outlays, deficit, and the public debt). Subsequently, Congress considered
and enacted various appropriations and other spending bills, aided by
scorekeeping reports of the newly created Congressional Budget Office
and the House and Senate Budget Committees.
Despite the earnest efforts of many committees to expedite consideration of appropriations and other spending legislation, and necessary authorization legislation, several major spending actions remain
uncompleted. Consequently, the budget aggregates contained in H.
Con. Res. 466 include spending estimates expected to result from
Congressional action on these uncompleted measures. The resolution
also includes estimates of spending expected to result from pending
supplementals (those already being considered by the Congress) and
anticipated supplementals (those expected to be submitted by the
Administration, either later this fall or with the fiscal year 1977
budget). Failure to include such estimates in the second budget
resolution would make it necessary for the Congress to adopt a revised
resolution for fiscal year 1976 in order to complete action on outstanding spending bills and supplementals.
In preparation for action on this resolution, the Committee held
hearings during the week of September 29. Testimony was received
from Office of Management and Budget Director James Lynn; Secretary of the Treasury William Simon; Chairman of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System Dr. Arthur Bums; Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee Senator Hubert Humphrey;
Congressional Budget Offlee Director Dr. Alice Rivlin; and various
private economic forecasters and representatives of labor and business.
The testimony was directed at the latest forecasts of the economy for
the next 6-12 months and the most recent revenue and spending
estimates for the current fiscal year.
Subsequently, Budget Committee staff, in conjunction with the
Congressional Budget Office, prepared up-to-date revenue forecasts
and spending estimates resulting from prior-year spending authority,
programs requiring congressional action this year, and programs on
which congressional action is not yet complete. These estimates,
together with the most recent economic forecasts, were then considered

b the Committee at open sessions on October 21, 22, and 23. The
Committee approved the resolution and this report by a roll call vote
of 15-9 on October 31.
The Committee wishes at this point to review the purposes and
procedures associated with this second budget resolution and the
accompanying reconciliation process.
Unlike the first budget resolution (H. Con. Res. 218) which established targets to guide subsequent congressional action on revenue,
spending, and debt measures, this resolution establishes a floor on
revenues and a ceiling on spending which shall be applicable to all
subsequent revenue and spending legislation affecting fiscal y ear 1976.
Once this resolution is adopted, neither House may take any action
which will cause spending to exceed the budgeted level for budget
authority and outlays, or reduce revenues below the level specified
in the resolution. Determinations of the House and Senate Budget
Committees are the basis for determining whether legislation would
cause the appropriate levels of spending or revenues to be breached.
It should be noted that section 311 of the Budget Act provides that
the ceilings established in the second budget resolution apply to
total bud get authority and outlays, and not to the estimates for
functional categories contained in this report. This will be equally
true next year when the budget resolutions to be acted upon by the
Congress will contain allocations for each functional category of the
budget. Thus, if, after adoption of the second budget resolution, an
appropriation bill would cause an allocation for a specific functional
category to be exceeded without breaching the total spending ceiling,
its consideration would not be barred by section 311.
Tbrouah the second budget resolution, Congress can set in motion
a reconciliation process that conforms revenue, spending, and debt
legislation with the determinations made in the resolution. The reconciliation process takes place when deemed necessary to revise existing
law (or, in some cases, pending legislation) to achieve the revenue and
spending levels set in the second budget resolution.
This resolution directs the House Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee to report legislation with the required
changes of law necessary to achieve the revenue level specified in the
resolution. Where the reconciliation actions mandated by the second
budget resolution are within the jurisdiction of one committee of the
House, that committee reports its reconciliation bill directly to the
House. Where more than one committee is required to take reconciliation actions, the changes in law must be submitted to the House
Budget Committee which in turn reports such changes, without substantive modification, to the House. A reconciliation bill must be
passed by both Houses and signed by the President in the same
manner as any other Congressional enactment. A reconciliation
resolution is a concurrent resolution which directs the Clerk of the
House or Secretary of the Senate to make changes in bills not yet
enrolled.

III. GENERAL EXPLANATION OF THE RESOLUTION
A. The Ecenomy-The Nation's economy is now in the early stages
of recovery from the most serious recession of the post-war era.
Unfortunately, the recovery began from such high levels of unemployment and low levels of industrial capacity utilization that the
road back to full employment threatens to be a prolonged one.
At the time of this Committee's first budget resolution, nearly every
major economic indicator disclosed the gravity of the economic situation: the unemployment rate had soared front 4.6 percent in 1973 to
8.7 percent in March 1975; the Consumer Price Index, which had
risen by 11.0 percent in 1974, had risen 7.5 percent at an annual rate
during the first three months of 1975 despite declining production
and consumer demand; and total Gross National Product had declined
at an annual rate of more than 10 percent between the third quarter of
1974 and the first quarter of 1975.
The development of the recession and its extent are clear from the
following table :
Development of the
recession
Dollar amonis in billions of 1958dollars
Indices 1967=100 percent

1973, ,th
quarter

Gross national product .......-....
O ml unption -----------------

$845. 7
-

Bisines investment
l tidential construction ........
Change in inventories.
Indu-trial production index --Con-uner Price Index ----- ..- Unemployment rate (percent) --------

546. 3

1075,2d
quarter

$783. 6
539. 7

Chang.

-$62.
-6

1
6

96.0
29.8
20.0

80. 3
17. 5
-17. 1

-15. 7
-12.3

127 0
137. 5
4.81c

110. 4
159. 5
8. 9%

-13. 1%
I t . 0%
- 4.1

During the past five months, however, the course of the economy
has turned around: total industrial production has risen at an average
annual rate of 14.3 percent over the past five months, with the September rise of 1.9 percent representing one of the largest increases on
record; in September, 2.6 million more people were employed than
in March, reducing the unemployment rate from nearly 9 percent to
8.3 percent. Furthermore, the lengthening of the average work week
m manufacturing indicates a return to more normal production
schedules.
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The statistical data detailing the recovery are shown in the following table :
Recent developments
Dollar amounts in billions of 1958dollars
Indices 1967-100 percent

1975
tat quarter

..-...
$780. 0
Gross national product....
Consumption
531. 5
Business investment --------- 83. 8
Residential construction ....
17. 3
Change in inventories -------- -11. 7
Industrial production index .....
Consumer Price Index ..........
Unemployment rate (percent)-----

111.6
157. 2
8. 4%

2d quarter

3d quarter

Change from
2d quarter

$783. 6
539. 7
80. 3
17. 5
-17. 1

$804. 6
548. 9
80. 4
19. 3
-4.8

+ $21.0
+9. 2
+. 1
+1. 8

110. 4
159. 5
8. 9%

114 1
163. 1
8. 4%

+3. 4%
+2. 3%
-0. 5

----

During the past three months, increased consumer demand and
reduced inventory liquidation have sparked the beginning of the
recovery.
In the past six months, tax reductions (resulting from the Tax Reduction Act of 1975) have added approximately $16 billion to consumer
incomes. Additional income was provided by recession-induced
increases in Federal transfer payments, such as social security,
unemployment compensation, and food stamps. This extra purchasing
power, which helped to mitigate the steody and deep decline in real
disposable income that had started in 1973, contributed to substantial
rises in retail sales in recent months. Furthermore, the expanding
payrolls accompanying the recent rises in industrial production are
expected to insure a continued advance in consumer spending.
It is now estimated that consumer spending at the end of 1975 will
be more than 10 percent (in dollar terms) above the level at the end of
1974. Although in real terms that represents a growth of only 4.4 percent, real consumption spending in 1976 is expected to provide continued stimulus to the recovery.
That stimulus will, in turn, be reinforced by the extension of the
4975 tax reduction to 1976. The Committee believes that extension
of the 1975 reductions, designed to kee) withholding rates at 1975
levels, is essential if consumer spending is to continue to lead the
Nation's economic recovery.
During the first half of 1975, business firms reduced inventories at an
historically rapid rate. By the second quarter of 1975, liquidation of
inventories was larger in relation to Gross National Product than in
any other quarter of the post-war period. Although the rundown of
inventories is expected to continue until the end of the year, it will be
at rates well below those that occurred in the first half of 1975. A
resumption of moderate inventory accumulation is expected to be a
major source of increased economic activity through mid-1976.
Other sectors of the economy, however, remain relatively weak.
Business investment in plant and equipment, for example, declined to
$80.4 billion (in real terms) in the third quarter of 1975, $15.6 billion

below the end of 1973. This trend should be reversed, however, in
early 1976, as a result of rising corporate profits and increased capacity
utilization. However, the Committee wishes to emphasize that investment in mid-1976 will still be below the levels attained at the end of
1973.
In addition, residential construction, historically a major force in
economic recoveries, remains well below pre-recession levels. In September, housing starts reached 1,240,000 units, substantially above
the 880,000 starts level of December 1974. However, the expected
strong rebound in housing starts has not materialized. The stock of
unsold homes and vacancies in rental housing, coupled with significant
increases in short-term interest rates this summer which raised the
possibility of renewed disintermediation, are contributing to a slowerthan-expected recovery for the industry.
The Committee believes the recovery nov
and gain strength in 1976, but only if-

underway will continue

(1) the 1975 tax cut is extended to keep withholding rates at
1975 levels;
(2) inflation does not return to high levels, thus dampening
the consumer and business confidence essential to continued
recovery;
(3) monetary policy ease, moderately to accommodate the
expansion likely to occur in 1976; and
(4) the targeted stimulus proposals included in the resolution
are enacted and effectively implemented.
The Committee's forecast for the economy is contained in the following table :
Economic outlook
[Dollar amounts in bilhos of 1958dollars
Indices 1967-100 percent.

1975, 2d quarter 1976,2d quarter Change from 752

Gross national product --------------$783. 6
Consumption
539.7
Business investment
80. 3
Residential construction -----------17. 5
Change in inventories --------------- 17. 1
Industrial production index ----------- 110. 4
Consumer Price Index
-.......
159. 5
Unemployment rate (percent).........
8. 9%

$845. 2
556.9
88. 3
25. 1
3. 9
121.2
171.7
7. 5%

+$61.6

+17.2
+8. 0
+7.6

-

±9.8%
+7. 6%
-1.4

Adoption of legislation consistent with the resolution, accompanied
by a moderate easing of monetary policy, would make it possible to
achieve the unemployment and inflation rate targets set in the first
resolution; that is, to reduce the unemployment rate to 7 percent by the
end of 1976; and to maintain an inflation rate below 7 percent in 1976.
With respect to its inflation rate target, the Committee assumes that
instant decontrol of old oil prices will not occur or, alternatively, that
decontrol will take place over a long enough period of time so that it
will have only a moderate impact on inflation in the coming months.

The Cominittee iNihes to emphasize that the Nation's economic
recovery could be reversed if interest rates rise or inflation accelerates
to the high levels of 1974. Interest rates on short-term Federal securities were 5.3 percent in May. By the end of September, these rates
had risen to 6.3 percent, adding not only to Federal outlays for interest
oin the public debt but raising the possibility that investment funds
would flow away from mortgage lenders into the securities markets.
The result wou l be to reduce funds available for housing and abort
the modest recovers in housing now in process. Rising interest rates
,would also discourage busine -smen from increasing investment expenditures which are so urgently needed by the economy. During
October, short-term interest rates moderated. The Committee believes
it is very important for the strength of the recovery that short-term
interest rates remain below the levels reached in September.
The Committee is concerned over the potential impact on the Nation's economic recovery of a financial default by New York City.
Several committees of the Congress are currently exploring alternatives
designed to prevent the City's default, which would have serious
consequences not only for the economic recovery underway and
State and municipal financing, but for the Federal budget deficit as
well. The Committee's resolution assumes that a default will not occur.
Lconoiric Stimhls-The first budget resolution provided for an
economic stimulus package of tax reductions and direct program costs
of $25.5 billion, designed to create 1.7 million jobs for the fiscal year.
The Committee still believes that the economic stimulus in that resolution provided the best combination of programs to reduce unemployment without rekindling inflation. Subsequent delays in congressional
actions and Presidential vetoes have resulted in a smaller amount of
funding for economic stimulus than provided in the first resolution. A
comparison of the differences in the economic stimulus provided in the
first and second resolutions is contained in Appendix G. Outlays for
targeted economic stimulus are now estimated to be $3.2 billion below
the first resolution, partially offset by a $2 billion increase in tax
reduction.
The Committee notes that delays in enactment of emergency job
and housing programs due to Presidential vetoes reduced job stimulus
while increasing requirements for unemployment compensation, food
stamps and other transfer payments. It should be emphasized that
direct job programs result in taxable income to the recipients, increasing revenues and reducing the need for transfer payments such as un.employment compenation. Therefore, the net impact on the deficit is
substantially lower than program costs.
Reductions in stimulus also result from delayed enactment of accelerated public works and/or counter-cyclical assistance measures
which have not yet cleared the Congress. While the Committee remains
convinced that this stimulus is necessary, it has reduced outlay
amounts by $1.1 billion to take into account the fact that the fiscal
year is already well under w5ay.
At the same time, the resolution includes additional amounts of
S500 million for public, service jobs and $900 million for highway construction. 'fhe
programs are now in effect and the Committee is
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convinced these funds can be used effectively in the area of job
creation.
The resolution includes an additional $2 billion in temporary tax
reductions over the first resolution, raising the amount for tax reduction to $6.4 billion for the fiscal year. The Committee believes that
any fmlther tax cuts at iii, time would erode the tax ba e, increase
the deficit, and fuel inflation without targeting jobs to the areas of
greatest need.
B. Revenues-The resolution sets a floor for fiscal year 1976 revenues
of S301.S billion or $3.6 billion above the revenue target set in the
first budget resolution. The r olution includes a direction to the
House Ways and 'Means and Sneate Finance Committees to report
legislation decreasing revenues by approximately $5.4 billion in order
to reec'h the proposed revenue level. The Committee assumes that sch
revenue changes will include approximately $6.4 billion for extension
of the 1975 tax reductions at a rate which will cause withholding rates
to) remain at their present levels partially offset by $1 billion to be
raicd from tax reform. The Committee notes that Secretary of the
Treasury Simon in testimony before the Budget Committee on September 29, indicated beaic agreement with the Committee's revised
estimates on revenue collections.
A comparison of the revenue assumptions by source in the first and
second budget resolutions follows:
Comparison of budget receipts by-source
[is billios of dollars ]

Budget receipts

Individual income taxes
Corporation income taxes --......
Social security taxes and contributions ------------Excise taxes
Estate and gift taxes .................
Custom duties ....
. .........
Miscellaneous receipts
Tax reform
Total budget receipts -

-

-

-

Fasl 1976
let budget
resoutian

Fisa 1976
2d budget
resolution

129. 0
41. 3
91. 6
16. 9
4. 6
4. 3
9. 5

135. 0
39. 5
92. 6
16. 9
4. 6
4. 3
7. 9
1.0

29S. 2

301. 8

o1.0

The most significant change from the first resolution is an increase
in individual tax receipts of $6 billion. This increase is attributable
to the start of economic recovery and to inflation pushing individuals
into higher tax brackets. Corporate receipts are expected to be $1.8
billion lower than originally anticipated, however, clue primarily to
continued switching to last-in-first-out (LIFO) accounting procedures.
Under LIFO, corporations base inventory profits on their most recent,
rather than original purchase prices, thus reducing profits and tax
liabilities.
The Committee has reduced its estimates for miscellaneous receipts
by $1.6 billion, primarily due to changes in the oil tariff. The first
resolution assumed a $1 per barrel tariff for the entire fiscal year.
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The tariff was subsequently raised to
However, the U.S. Court of Appeals
Committee assumes that as a result
receipts collected before October 31,
1976 revenues.

$2 per barrel by the President.
has ruled the tariff illegal. The
of court actions, only oil tariff
1975 will be part of fiscal year

The second resolution projects tax reduction at $6.4 billion for the
second half of the fiscal year, $2 billion above the $4.4 billion provided
in the first resolution. As a result of the enactment of the 1975 Tax
Reduction Act after the start of the calendar year, withholding rates
were adjusted to provide a 12-month reduction over an 8-month
period. Consequently, if the provisions of the Tax Reduction Act are
simply extended at the same dollar level, withholding rates would
jump on January 1 in order to take into account the spreading of the
reduction over 12 months. The Committee believes that an increase in
withholding rates on January 1, 1976 would slow the recovery and
dampen consumer spending. As a result, it has provided this additional $2 billion in tax reduction to keep withholding rates constant
during the final six months of fiscal year 1976.
C. Budget A authority and Outlays-The resolution sets ceilings of
$400.5 billion in budget authority and $373.8 billion in outlays
for fiscal year 1976. The budget authority ceiling is approximately
$13.7 billion above the target set in the first budget resolution while the
outlay ceiling exceeds the first resolution total by approximately $6.8
billion.
BUDGET AUTHORITY

Approximately $7.4 billion of the budget authority increase since
the first resolution is due to Presidential vetoes of the Emergency
Housing and Emergency Jobs legislation. The Committee anticipated
that the budget authority for these economic stimulus measures would
be enacted in fiscal year 1975 and assumed only outlay amounts for
these programs in fiscal year 1976. After the vetoes were sustained,
Congress passed new housing and jobs legislation which resulted in
the new budget authority being attributed to this fiscal year.
Only a small portion of the remaining increases in budget authority
are attributable to Congressional initiatives not anticipated in the
first resolution. Rather, the increases are attributable to reestimates of
budget authority required under current law. For example, the budget
authority increase includes reestimates for Federal Housing Administration foreclosures of $870 million, higher interest costs of $1.2
billion, and higher veterans' benefits payments of $1.7 billion.
OUTLAYS

Increases in outlay estimates over the first resolution result primarily from re-estimates of spending which is mandatory under
existing law. These increases are attributable in large part to higher
spending stemming from programs which are particularly sensitive
to economic conditions. The first budget resolution took some of the
expected increases into account; yet since the first resolutioncompensation, including railroad unemploy-Unemployment
ment benefits, is up $2.2 billion.

-Veterans benefits, primarily for education assistance, are up
$1.7 billion.
-Medicare and medicaid expenditures are up $1.9 billion.
-Highway expenditures are up $900 million.
-FHA foreclosures are up $870 million.
-Interest costs are up $1.4 billion.
An analysis of the reestimates for certain major programs is in
Appendix E of this report.
PRIORITIES

The priorities reflected in the first budget resolution were significantly different from those proposed by the President in his February
budget submission. Similarly, the priorities reflected in this resolution
contrast sharply with the most recent estimates available of the
President's budget. As compared to the President, Congress continues
to assign greater value to human resource and economic stimulus
programs and less to defense and international relations. A more
complete functional comparison is available in Appendices A and B
of this report.
SINAI

The Committee's resolution does not include budget authority or
outlay amounts that may be requested by the President as a result of
the Sinai agreement. The Administration has not yet submitted a
specific request to the Congress; and the Committee does not believe
it can make a realistic estimate of the amounts required. Should a
Sinai request be forwarded to the Congress before floor action on the
budget resolution, an amendment to accommodate it could be offered.
PAY ABSORPTION

The resolution assumes that 50 percent of the costs attributable to
the 5 percent pay raise for Federal employees will be absorbed by
Federal departments and agencies. The Committee assumes that $762
million of increased pay costs attributable to the National Defense
function will be absorbed by the Department of Defense and that
$275 million will be absorbed by the rest of the Federal Government.
In the past, the Executive and Congress have required absorption of
a portion of employee pay costs-18 percent in fiscal year 1974 and
26 percent in fiscal year 1975-through increased productivity and
improved management techniques. In order to meet the absorption
requirements of the resolution, the President will have to review the
expenses of the various departments and agencies and notify the Congress of his plans (including proposed rescissions and deferrals where
necessary) to effectuate the absorption. The resolution assumes that
approximately $1 billion in outlays for payroll costs will be absorbed
in this manner.
TRANSITION

QUARTER

The resolution does not provide budget ceilings for the transition
quarter, July 1 to October 1 of 1976. The Committee has reviewed
appropriations for that period to date and finds them generally appropriate to continue government programs through the three-month
period. In the opinion of the Committee, ceilings for the transition
quarter would be inappropriate. The Committee expects, however,
S.R. 608-2

to exercise its oversight functions during this period to assure that
spending does not exceed reasonable quarterly levels.
D. Deficit and Debt-The budget resolution provides for a deficit of
$72.0 billion, up from the $6S.S billion targeted in the first budget
resolution. The increase of $3.2 billion is attributable to a number of
factors, most importantly the increasing co ts of certain permanent
programs and high interest rates. Of the projected deficit increase,
41.4 billion is attributable to the higher costs of borrowing brought
about in part by the tight money policies of the Federal Reserve
Board. While there have been increases in the estimate of Federal
tax collections under current law, these are somewhat offset by the
Committee's decision to provide for $6.4 billion of tax reductions for
the second half of the fiscal year, $2 billion more than in the first
resolution.
The Committee believes that the projected deficit can be financed
without any danger of crowding out private borrowers from the
money markets. The Committee assumes that the Administration
shares this view since its proposed tax cut would result in a greater
level of deficit (and consequently additional Federal borrowing) for
this fiscal year than under the Committee resolution.
The first budget resolution contemplated a public debt level of $617
billion. The Committee now foresees moderately increased borrowing
needs and has determined that $620.4 billion is the appropriate level
for the debt in fiscal year 1976.
The Committee notes that a debt ceiling bill i, currently before
the Congress, and is aware that the Trcsiry has not provided
estimates of its borrowing needs for the remainder of the fiscal year.
However, based on the aggregate levels incorporated in the second
budget resolution, the Committee estimates that the temporary
debt limit will have to be further increased to $620.4 billion by the end
of the fiscal year.

IV. BUDGET AUTHORITY AND OUTLAYS BY
FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
Although the Committee's resolution does not include budget
authority and outlay figures by functional category, the Committee
arrived at its overall totals only after considering the various components of the budget. This report provides estimates of budget
authority and outlays for each functional category to explain to the
House the basis on which the Committee reached its overall totals.
(15)

NATIONAL DEFENSE
Function 050
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estiates

Budget authority

Outlays

100, 700
99, 580

90, 700
91, 213

-1,120

+513

Ist budget resolution ..
.
-2d budget resolution ------------------------Difference--

The resolution includes budget authority of $99.6 billion and outlays of $91.2 billion for this function. This is a reduction of $1.1 billion
in budget authority and an increase of $513 million in outlays from
the first budget resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes all funds required to support the Department
of Defense. It also includes military assistance to foreign nations,
atomic energy defense activities, and certain other defense-related
activities including receipts from the sale of strategic commodities.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

[In millions of dollars]
Budget
authority

Defense appropriation bill (H.R. 9861) -------Pay increase supplemental
-------------- ---Military
construction appropriation bill (H.R.
10029) ----------------------------------Miscellaneous -------------------------------Total changes -------------------------

Outlays

+734
-1,657

+ 1, 740

-285
-+-88

:+46
+355

-- 1, 120

-1,628

+51&

Defense Appropriation Bill-The House-passed bill (H.R. 9861)
provided $90.2 billion in budget authority and $63.9 billion in outlays
for fiscal 1976. The first resolution target contained $89.5 billion in
budget authority and $62.2 billion in outlays. The House-passed bill
is an increase of $734 million in budget authority and $1.7 billion in
outlays over the amounts assumed in the first resolution. The resolution
assumes approval of the amounts contained in the House bill.
(16)

Pay Increase Supplemental-The first resolution included $2.9
billion in budget authority and $2.9 billion in outlays to fund an 8.66%
pay raise for civilian and military employees of the Department of
Defense. Imposition of the 5% ceiling by the Congress reduces these
amounts by $857 million in budget authority and $866 million in outlays. In previous years, a portion of the pay increases has been absorbed through Executive and Congressional action. The Committee
recommends that 50% of the pay increase for fiscal year 1976 for
military and civilian pay be absorbed through improved productivity
and better management practices. This action further reduces the
amounts provided in the first resolution by $800 million in budget
authority and $762 million in outlays. The result is a reduction of
$1.7 billion in budget authority and $1.6 billion in outlays from the
first resolution.
Military Construction Appropriation Bill-The House passed bill
provides $3.5 billion in budget authority and $823 million in fiscal
year 1976 outlays. The first resolution provided $3.8 billion in budget
authority and $777 million in outlays. The resolution assumes approval of the amounts contained in the House bill, which reflects
specific decisions on various defense construction activities. The result
is a reduction of $285 million in budget authority and an increase of
$46 million in outlays from the first resolution.
Foreign Assistance Appropriations-The first resolution assumed
$713 million in budget authority and $277 million in outlays for the
Foreign Military Assistance Program. Funds for Cambodia were
specifically excluded. The President has not yet submitted a specific
program for foreign military assistance. The resolution proposes no
change from the first resolution in this area.

MWiscellaneous-Various changes in budget authority and outlays
result from re-estimates of spending from prior year budget authority
and action on rescission bills and various appropriations bills. The net
-effect of these changes is an increase of $88 million in budget authority
and $355 million in outlays in this function.
Sinai Agreement-The resolution does not include funds for military
assistance in support of the Sinai Agreement.

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Function 150
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Eslttes

Budget authority

Outays

4, 900
4, 683

4, 900
4, 452

-217

-448

lst budget resolution .......
2d budget resolution
Difference
........

The resolution includes $4.7 billion in budget authority and
$4.5 billion in outlays for this function. This is a reduction of $217
million in budget authority and $448 million in outlays from the
amounts in the first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

The International Affairs function includes funds for foreign economic and financial assistance, the conduct of foreign affairs, and
foreign information and exchange activities.
SUMMARY OF CHA GES FROM

FIRST RESOLUTION

Completed action on appropriations bills resulted in reductions of
$297 million in budget authority and $396 million in outlays attributable to this function. Assumptions concerning forthcoming appropriation levels for foreign economic and financial assistance result in
increases of $80 million in budget authority and a reduction of $52
million in outlays.
AppropriationsActs-These acts appropriated $1.2 billion in budget
authority and $1.0 billion in outlays for the Department of State
(PL 94-121) and $1.1 billion in budget authority and $.8 billion in
outlays for the Food for Peace programs (PL 94-122). This is a reduction of $292 million in budget authority and $290 million in outlays
from the first resolution.
Foreign Assistance Appropriations-The resolution includes the
Administration's increased funding requests for international financial
institutions, which adds $530 million in budget authority and $10
million in outlays. The resolution also reflects deletion of the Administration's request for funding its proposed Special Financing
Facility, which is designed to offset the adverse monetary impact of
the worldwide increase in oil prices. The Administration proposal has
been revised to provide loan guarantees which do not require budget
authority or outlays in fiscal year 1976.
(18)
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These adjustments, together wvith an anticipated congressional
reduction of $250 million in budget authority and $50 million in outlays, result in a second resolution of $2.9 billion in budget authority
and $1.0 billion in outlays for foreign economic and financial assistance.
This is an increase of $80 million in budget authority and a decrease of
$40 million in outlays from the amounts assumed in the first resolution.
Miscellaneous-There are several minor changes reflecting reestimates of spending from prior-year budget authority and completed
House appropriations action which result in a reduction of $5 million in
budget authority and $118 million in outlays from the first resolution.
SinaiAgreement-The resolution does not include funds for economic
assistance in support of the Sinai agreement.

GENERAL SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY
Function 250
[In millions of dollars],
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authonty

Outlays

4, 700
4, 700

4, 600
4, 600

lst budget resolution ------------------------2d budget resolution -------------------------

Difference ------------------------------------------------------The resolution includes budget authority of $4.7 billion and outlays
of $4.6 billion for this function. These amounts are unchanged from
the first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes space research and technology, general
science and basic research not specifically covered by other functional
area,, and earth sciences. The budgets for NASA (except for aeronautical programs), National Science Foundation (NSF), certain
research programs of the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), and the U.S. Geological Survey are all within this
category.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES FROM

FIRST RESOLUTION

Budget authority and oiltlays for this function are unchanged
from the first resolution. House action on the HUD and Independent
Agencies, the Public Works, and the Interior and Related Agencies
appropriations bills resulted in net reductions of $63 million in budget
authority and $35 million in outlays for miscellaneous activities within
the function, primarily affecting the National Science Foundation,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the U.S.
Geological Survey. The resolution assumes that Senate and Conference
action on the pending Public Works and Interior appropriations
bills will offset these reductions.
(20)

NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY
Function 300
[In millions of dollars],
Fiscal year 1976
Etiomats

Budget authority

Outlay

18,800
18, 617

11, 600
11, 190

-183

-410,

1st budget resolution -----2d budget resolution ......Difference ..........

The resolution includes budget authority of $13.6 billion and
outlays of $11.2 billion for this function. This is a reduction of $183

million in budget authority and $410 million in outlays from the
first resolution.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

This function includes the water resources and power functions of
the Corps of Engineers, the Departments of Agriculture and the
Interior, and others; the conservation and land management functions
of the Agriculture, Commerce, and Interior Departments and others;
the pollution control activities of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA); the civilian energy-related programs of the Energy
Research and Development Administration, the Department of the
Interior, EPA, the Federal Energy Administration, the Federal
Power Commission, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; and
other natural resource programs.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Re-estimates-The resolution includes an additional $370 million
in outlays for the Tennessee Valley Authority over the amount assumed
in the first resolution and reduces by $250 million outlays assumed
in the first resolution for the Environmental Protection Agency
waste-water treatment construction grant program.

Public Works and Interior-Appropriation Bills-The re solution
provides a net reduction of $190 million in budget authority and
$538 million in outlays from the amounts assumed in the first resolution. The reductions are due to lower funding levels for miscellaneous
activities, partially offset by (1) pending budget amendments providing $260 million in budget authority and $162 million in outlays,
primarily for ERDA energy R&D programs; and (2) additional
funding expected as a result of conference action on the ERDA
authorization and appropriation.
(21)
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ill,.cellanco'.s Comnpleted Congressional ActioThe resolution
provides for minor net increases in budget authority and outlays for
various activities as i result of enacted regular appropriation bills for
HUD and Independent Agencies; State, Commerce, Justice and
Related Agencies; Agriculture and Related Agencies; and a rescission
of budget authority for the Bureau of Mines Helium Fund.
TVA Authorization-The resolution includes $10 billion in budget
authority for borrowing by the TVA (an increase of $5 billion over
current law), the same as provided in the first resolution.
Loan Guarantee Program for Synthetic Fuels Decelopment-The
resolution assumes that pending legislation involving commercial
development of synthetic fuels will include loan guarantee financing
having no budget authority or outlay impact in Fiscal Year 1976.

AGRICULTURE
Functi, n 350
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authority

Outlays

4, 300
4, 120

1,800
2, 550

- 180

+ 7,0

-----lst budget resolution ..................
2d budget resolution -------------------------

D ifference ----------------------------

The resolution includes budget authority of $4.1 billion and outlays
of $2.6 billion for this function. This is a reduction of $180 million in
budget authority and an increase of $750 million in outlays from the
first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes only the farm income stabilization and research and service programs of the Department of Agriculture. Department programs related to food stamps and food-for-peace, are
discussed in the income security function and international affairs
function, respectively.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

lli-her outlays in thi, function result from revised estimates for
certain commodity price support programs and lower outlays resulting
from the Agriculture appropriation bill.
umrneddy Support Programs-The resolution includes 1.3 billion
for commodity support program outlays. This is an increase of $711
million over the first resolution. Outlays are increased for tobacco by
$268 million, peanuts Iy 151 million, dairy products hy $82 million,
feed grains by $54 million, and miscellaneous items by $158 million.
Cotton outlays are reduced by $130 nilion. These adjustments reflect
changed program ,o ts due to weather and economic conditions. Outlays for child nutrition attributable to this function are $128 million
higher.
Agricul re and Related Agencies AppropriationAct-The Agriculture Appropriation Act for fiscal year 1976 provides budget authority
of $4.1 billion and outlays of $1.3 billion for this function. This is a reduction in budget authority of $180 million and an increase in outlays
of $39 million from the first resolution. Changes from the first resolution reflect decreased budget authority for the Commodity Credit
Corporation, and increased outlays for miscellaneous agriculture
activities due to faster spending.
(23)

COMMERCE AND TRANSPORTATION
Function 400
[In millions of dollars
Fiscal year 1976
Budget authority

Estimates

..
lst budget resolution
2d budget resolution ...
Difference ..

---

.

--

-

11, 300
17, 300
+6,000

--

Outlays

17, 500
18, 600
+1,100

The resolution includes budget authority of $17.3 billion and outlays
of $18.6 billion for this function. This is an increase of $6 billion in
budget authority and $1.1 billion in outlays over the first resolution.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

This function includes assistance to transportation and the promotion and regulation of commerce and credit. Included are activities
financed by the highway trust fund and other ground, air, and water
transportation programs; aeronautical research; assistance to mortgage
credit and thrift institutions and small business; Federal Government
support of the Postal Service; and the activities of regulatory agencies.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

lIn millions of dollars]
Budget
authority

Housing and mass transit .......
+5,925
Existing highway programs --------------------------New highway legislation
Railroad program
+ 600
Other transportation legislation ---------------111
Postal service .........
+17
Nliscellaneous.--- 431
Total changes --

+6,000

Outlays

+1,290
+905
-275
-101
+17
-736
+1,100

Housing and Mass Transit-The resolution includes the following
changes from the first resolute ion: (1) an additional $5 billion in budget
authority for GNMA mortgage purchases, previously expected to be
enacted m fiscal year 1975; (2) an additional $870 million in budget
authority and outlays for increased spending due to rising FHA
mortgage foreclosures; (3) an additional $270 million in outlays
resulting from delayed repayments to the Federal Home Loan Bank
(24)

Board by home loan banks; (4) an additional $55 million in budget
authority for the pending Home Weatherization Bill; and (5) an
additional $150 million in outlays for mass transit operating subsidies
due to faster spending.
Existing Highway Programs-Administration and Congressional
actions have increased the anticipated rate of outlays for the FederalAid Highway Program. The resolution includes an additional $905
million for highway outlays, and is based on the establishment of a $9
billion ceiling on new obligations during fiscal year 1976 and the transition quarter.
New Highway Legislation-Because of the unique character of the
highway program, financed out of a trust fund, advance apportionment
to States is necessary for the orderly development of the program.
Many States will exhaust current authorizations by the end of the year.
The highway program provides a major share of the employment in the
public works field and its continuity is essential. The Committee, in
accordance with its Implementation Report 94-547, will support a
waiver of points of order to Section 303 (a) for highway legislation from
the Committee on Public Works and Transportation to be considered
in the 1st Session of the 94th Congress. The Public Works and Transportation Committee has proceeded in good faith with its proposed
1977 transportation legislation and is in this regard cooperating with
the Committee in staying within the budget authority limitation of
$3.3 billion for fiscal year 1976 proposed in the resolution.
Ra iroad Legislation-The resolution provides an additional $600
million in budget authority for expected railroad legislation, but reduces estimated outlays by $275 million from the amounts in the first
resolution. Budget authority changes include: (1) an additional $650
million because the CON RAIL reorganization will be on-budget rather
than off-budget; (2) an additional $100 million because delayed enactment of the railroad public service jobs program will result in budget
authority in fiscal year 1976 rather than 1975; and (3) an offset of $150
million because of reduced scope and delayed enactment of other railroad improvement programs. Outlay changes include: (1) a reduction
of $500 million for delayed enactment and reduced scope of the railroad
public service jobs program; (2) a reduction of $425 million in other
rail improvements for similar reasons; and (3) an increase of $650
million for the on-budget CONRAIL outlays.
Other Transportation Legislation-The resolution includes an additional $100 million in budget authority over the amount assumed in
the first resolution for the Airport Development Aid Program. The
Committee assumes that legislation for refinancing of the DC METRO
project will not be required in fiscal year 1976. Sums provided in the
first resolution for this purpose have been reduced to reflect the
amounts needed under the planned transfer of highway funds to
METRO.
Postal Service-The resolution includes an additional $17 million
in budget authority and outlays over the amount assumed in the
first resolution for increased postal subsidies based on new postal
rates. The resolution does not provide budget authority or outlays
for any additional increase in postal subsidies, inasmuch as it assumes
final enactment and funding of House-passed legislation will not
occur in time to affect fiscal year 1976.
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Aliscellaneots-There are several revisions in estimates reflecting
changes in outlays for several appropriations and rescission bills and
for re-estimates resulting from pending or completed House action
on various matters, including the pending appropriation for Transportation and Related Agencies. The resolution also reflects reduced
appropriations for maritime and small business programs and the
veto of the Emergency Jobs bill. The net effect of these actions is to
reduce budget authority by $431 million and outlays by $736 million
from the amounts assumed in the first resolution.

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Function 450
[In millions of dollars
Fisal year 1976
Budget authority

Outlays

-

11,000
10, 600

8, 650
7, 000

Difference ---------------------------

- 400

- 1,650

Estimates

lst budget resolution .....
2d budget resolution

.

-.-

The resolution includes budget authority of $10.6 billion and outlays of $7 billion for this function. This is a reduction of $400 million
in budget authority and $1.65 billion in outlays from the first budget
resolution.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

This function encompasses various community development activities, including Community Development Block Grants, Urban Renewal and other related programs of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, ACTION, the District of Columbia, and the
Community Services Administration. The function also includes area
and regional development programs, such as rural development under
the Department of Agriculture, Indian programs operated by the
Department of Interior, economic development programs under the
Department of Commerce, and the Appalachian Regional Commission. In addition, the function includes disaster relief and insurance
programs.
SUM-IARY

OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

The outlay reduction in this function is due primarily to the delay
in enactment of economic stimulus legislation assumed in the first
resolution.
The resolution reflects substantial decreases in both budget authoritv and outlays from the first resolution as the net result of a number
of actions. Outlay s from prior-year budget authority are projected to
be $250 million less than assumed earlier. In addition, five enacted
appropriation bills-the fisral year 1975 Supplemental, the Fiscal Year
1976 Continuing Resolution, HUD and Independant Agencies, StateJustice-Commerce, and Agriculture resulted in net reductions of $340
million in budget authority and $154 million in outlays; and the vetoed
Emergency Jobs bill resulted in . further $142 million decrease in
outlays.
(27)
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For action still pending before Congress, the resolution assumes net
reductions of $60 million in budget authority and $54 million in outlays for the Labor-HEW appropriation bill, several pending supplemental requests, and a number of other miscellaneous actions. Finally,
the resolution retains the full $5 billion in budget authority assumed
in the first resolution for an economic stimulus package of accelerated
public works and/or emergency financial assistance to State and local
governments. The Comnittee has reduced its estimate of outlays for
these activities to $1 billion, a level which should be sufficient to cover
outliy occurring during the balance of the fiscal year for the program
recommendation of the conferees on this legislation.

EDUCATION, MANPOWER, AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Function 500
[In

millions

of dollars],
Fiscal year 1976

Estimates

Budget authority

Outlays

19, 000

19, 850

......

1st budget resolution -----------------2d budget resolution ----------------- - ---D ifference .................

22, 415

-- --

+3,

415

21, 053
+1,

203

The resolution includes budget authority of $22.4 billion and outlays
of $21.1 for this function. This is an increase of $3.4 billion in budget
authority and $1.2 billion in outlays from the first budget resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes funds for child development, elementary,
secondary, vocational and higher education progiams, including aid
to State and local educational agencies; manpower training and
employment programs; and grants to States for social services and
rehabilitation service programs.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION
[In millions of dollars],
Budget
authority

Education:
Education Division and Second Supplemental Appropriation Acts -------------Anticipated Supplementals ---------------Other Education appropriations actions---Manpower and Social Services:
Rejected Rescission of Job Opportunities
Program ----------------------------------

379
357
+43

-73
+21
+7

----------

+ 94
+ 500
-139
+161
+425
+551
- 320
-24

---

CETA Title V I ----------------------------------------277
Labor/HEW Appropriations Bill ---------+390
Pending supplementals ----.------------+1,278
Anticipated supplemental ---------------+2,220
Miscellaneous manpower actions ---------- 242
Other new initiatives ---------. -------+25
Miscellaneous..------------------------------(29)
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Outlays
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EDUCATION

Education Division and Second Supplemental AppropriationsCongress appropriated budget authority of $4.9 billion with $1.7
billion in estimated outlays for the Education Division. This was
$379 million in budget authority and' $495 million1 in outlays below
amounts assumed in the first resolution. The Second Supplemental
for fiscal year 1975 added $422 million in outlays for child development, elementary, secondary, and higher education programs during
fiscal 1976. A net decrease of $379 million in budget authority and
$73 million in outlays from the first resolution results from these
actions.
Anticipated Supplemental Appropriations-The resolution includes
an additional $20 million in budget authority and $14 million in
outlays over the amounts assumed in the first resolution for a supplemental request anticipated for impact aid "hold harmless" requirements. It also provides an increase of $330 million in budget authority
for the basic educational opportunity grants and college work study
programs and an increase of $7 million in budget authority and
outlays for the library training program and vocational education.
Taken together, the additional allowance for these anticipated
supplementals is $357 million in budget authority and $21 million
in outlays over the first resolution.
Other Education Programs-The enacted Treasury, HUD and
Independent Agencies, and Legislative Branch Appropriations Acts
and the House-passed Interior Appropriations bill produce a net
decrease of $7 million in budget authority and an increase of $7
million in outlays from the first resolution for miscellaneous activities
in this function.
Rescissions-Congressional rejection of proposed rescissions involving the Job Oppoitunities Program and advance budget authority for
education for handicapped children added $94 million in outlays and
$50 million in budget authority, respectively, to the amounts assumed
in the first resolution.
MANPOWER AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Public Service Employment-The first resolution provided for budget
authority of $2.4 billion and outlays of $501 million for reauthorization
and funding of title VI of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA). This increase for temporary public service
employment was for an additional 60,000 to 70,000 jobs over a 320,000
fiscal year 1976 jobs level already funded. The resolution increases the
job level for the fiscal year to 445,000 and increases the outlay estimate
by $500 million to cover the necessary costs.
Labor-HEW Appropriations-The resolution reduces amounts for
Labor-HEW Appropriations by $277 million in budget authority and
$139 million in outlays below amounts assumed in the first resolution.
"The resolution includes budget authority of
$374 million and
outlays of $149 million primarily to cover the increased costs of
administering unemployment insurance offices, and $16 million in
budget authority and $12 million in outlays above the amounts in
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the first resolution for ongoing programs needing reauthorization
and a White House Conference on the Handicapped. These items are
pending appropriations action.
The resolution includes anticipated supplementals of budget authority of $803 million and outlays of $350 million for social services
grants to States, and $475 million in budget authority and $75 million
in outlays over the first resolution to provide between 780,000-800,000
summer youth jobs, the same level a- the 1975 summer youth
program.
Miscellaneous Manpower Actions-The first resolution assumed
enactment of the Emergency Employment Appropriations bill in fiscal
year 1975. After that bill was vetoed, the portion relating to manpower

programs was enacted as a fiscal year 1976 appropriation in the Continuing Resolution. The result was an increase of $2.22 billion in fiscal
year 1976 budget authority over the first resolution. In addition, fiscal
year 1976 outlasys increased by $202 million over the first resolution
since spending is concentrated in one fiscal year rather than in two as
assumed in the first resolution. The resolution also includes $60 million
in outlays above the first resolution for last summer's youth program

due to higher spending rates than anticipated during fiscal year 1976,

and a reestimate of $289 million in outlays over the first resolution
resulting from prior-year appropriations for manpower training and
employment.

Other Spending Actions-The first resolution provided $120 million
in budget authority and $105 million in outlays for the proposed allied
services program and other new initiatives. This resolution provides
$100 million in budget authority, assuming no action on allied services,

and $50 million in outlays, as a result of the delay in enactment. The
$100 million in budget authority and outlays assumed in the first
resolution for reauthorization of the Job Opportunities Program is not
included in this resolution. In addition, the resolution provides $194

million in budget authority and $97 million in outlays for a half year's
operation of new programs to be authorized by the Older Americans

Amendments of 1975, a reduction of $122 million in budget authority
and $165 million in outlays from the first resolution.
MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous changes in this function result in an increase of $25

million in budget authority and a decrease of $24 million in outlays
from the first resolution.

HEALTH
Function 550
[In millions of dollars]
Focal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authority

outlays

33, 100
3a, 550

30, 700
32, 870

+450

+2,170

ist budget resolution -----------------------2d budget resolution ------------------------Difference ----------------------------

The resolution includes budget authority of $33.6 billion and outlays
of $32.9 billion for this function. This is an increase of $450 million
in budget authority and $2.2 billion in outlays from the first resolution.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

The health function includes programs which finance the cost of
medical care for the aged, disabled and poor, and rovides medical
care to American Indians and merchant seamen in Federal families.
It also includes research into the causes and cure of disease; promotion
of consumer and occupational health and safety; training of health
workers and researchers; construction of health training and health
care facilities; and food, drug and other product safety and inspection
programs. Excluded from the health function are the medical care
costs of active duty and retired military personnel and their dependents and veterans. General scientific research that has medical
application (e.g., National Science Foundation) is also excluded.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM

FIRST RESOLUTION

The bulk of the increase in outlays above the first resolution is
due to reestimates of the costs of medicare and medicaid.
[In millions of dollars]
Budget authority

Outlays

+ 100
M edicare ----------------------------------+460
----------------------------Medicaid
-110
Labor-HEW appropriation bill (H.R. 8069) -----Miscellaneous changes -------------------------------------- +450
Total changes -------------------------

-1,500

(32)

+380
+180
- +110

+2,170

Medicare-The current estimate of social security tax receipts and
enrollee premiums (which are automatically appropriated as budget
authority to the various social security trust funds) provides $18.7
billion for the medicare trust funds, an increase of $100 million above
the first resolution. Higher-than-estimated utilization of hospitals
and physician services by the aged and disabled, more rapid than
anticipated escalation in medical care prices, and non-implementation
of expected cost control regulations arc expected to cause medicare
outlays to increase $1.4 billion above the $16.1 billion projected in
the first resolution. In addition, the first resolution assumed enactment
of legislation to curb hospital cost increases. Congressional inaction on
such legislation -will add $100 million to medicare outlays.
Medicaid Federal payments to the States for health care costs
for the poor under medicaid were estimated to be $7.8 billion in the
first resolution. Because of higher medical prices, increased numbers
of participants in the program, and failure by HEW to implement
cost control regulations, the program will cost $380 million more
than expected. To cover these outlays, budget authority of $460
million above the first resolution is required and included in the
resolution.
Labor-HEWAppropriationBill-The House-passed bill (H.R. 8069)
provided $4 billion in budget authority and $1.8 billion in outlays for
health programs other than medicaid and the Federal payment to the
medicare trust funds (included in the discussion above). The total
for budget authority in the bill is $110 million less than the amounts
assumed in the first resolution. The resolution also includes an increase
of $180 million in outlays due to a reestimate of the spending rate
for certain appropriation items included in the bill.
Anticipated Supplementals-The first resolution provided $1.5
billion in budget authority and $586 million in outlays for health services, manpower training, drug abuse control, and disease prevention
programs which will require appropriation action subsequent to the
enactment of authorizing legislation. The amounts included in the
first resolution are sufficient to maintain the 1975 level for these
programs; the resolution includes no additional amounts.

Miscellaneous Changes-Fasterspending of funds appropriated in
prior years will add $110 million in outlays to the amounts projected
in the first resolution.
The Committee is aware that a number of national health insurance
proposals have been introduced in this session. However, it does not
appear to the Committee that enactment of national health insurance
program would have a significant impact on fiscal year 1976 outlays.
Should such a program be enacted, the overall budget totals are sufficient to accommodate the necessary planning activities.

INCOME SECURITY
Function 600
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authority

Outlays

131,837
137, 587

125, 300
128, 461

5, 750

+3, 161

lst budget resolution -------------------------2d budget resolution -----------------------Difference ----------------------------

--

due to the redefinition of budget authority in the fina
i Adjusted to reflect a reduction of $0,G63,000,000
confeence greurent on the fiscal year 1976 HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act (Public
Law 91-116) with regard to aggiegate authority provided over periods of up to 40 years for Annual contributions for assisted hoiang."
I The resolution includes budget authority of $137.6 billion
and outlays of $128.5 billion for this function. This is an increase of $5.8 billion
in budget authority and an increase of $3.2 billion in outlays from the
first resolution.

DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes social security and other retirement and disability programs. It also includes unemployment compensation and
cash assistance and in-kind programs such as food stamps, child nutrition, and subsidized housing for low- and moderate-income persons.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

The bulk of the increase in this function is due to reestimates of the
costs of such entitlement programs as unemployment compensation
and aid to families with dependent children (AFDC). Payments for
these increases are mandatory under existing law.
There are several major items involved in the net change from the
first resolution:
Retirement and Disability Trust Funds-The resolution includes
outlays of $76.2 billion for the social security and railroad retirement programs, an increase of $33 million in outlays from the first
resolution. Increased revenues for social security and civil service
programs, estimated at $834 million, are automatically appropriated
to the trust funds as budget authority.
Enacted Legflation-The overall impact of enacted entitlement
legislation, including the National School Lunch and Child Nutrition
Act of 1966 Amendments (Public Law 94-105), is an increase of $256
million in budget authority and $331 million in outlays over the
amounts assumed in the first resolution.
(34)

Subsidized Housing-The first resolution provided $2.7 billion in

outlays for subsidized housing programs. Appropriations action results
m an increase of $808 million in budget authority and $8 million in
outlays due to higher funding for rent supplements and payments for
low-income housing projects. Delay in the release of impounded section
235 funds results in a decrease in outlays of $85 million.
Labor-HEW Appropriation Bill (H.R. 8069)-Certain reductions
made by the House in appropriations for the Departments of Health,
Education, and Welfare and Labor are reflected in this function. The
resolution includes an anticipated supplemental of $626 million in
budget authority and $226 million in outlays over the first resolution
for AFDC.
Legislative Savingsi-The first resolution assumed that cost-saving
legislation involving programs such as food stamps would result in
fiscal year savings of $300 million in budget authority and $600 million
in outlays. It now appears unlikely that legislation will be enacted,
regulations promulgated, and cost-saving changes implemented in
time to achieve savings in fiscal year 1976. Therefore, budget authority
is increased by $300 million and outlays by $600 million over the
amounts assumed in the first resolution.
Miscellaneous-The resolution includes $126 million in budget
authority and $65 million in outlays over the amounts assumed in the
first resolution for miscellaneous activities, including a pending supplemental for various special benefits (primarily workmen's compensation
for Federal employees).
Unemployment Compensation-The resolution includes $12.9 billion
in budget authority and $19.9 billion in outlays for unemployment
compensation. These totals reflect net additions of $2.9 billion in
budget authority and $2.1 billion in outlays over the amounts in the
first resolution. (An additional increase of $94 million in outlays is
included above under "Enacted Legislation".) The primary causes of
the increased estimate for unemployment benefits are that not only
are there more unemployed workers covered by unemployment
insurance in the unemployed ranks but also these workers are staying
unemployed longer than anticipated in the first resolution. Some of the
increase for unemployment insurance is offset by a decrease in benefits
for uninsured workers receiving special unemployment assistance
(SUA). Legislation providing extension of benefits, enacted this year,
was anticipated in the first resolution. The pending $5 billion supplemental to advance funds from general revenues to the unemployment
trust fund is included in the resolution.

VETERANS BENEFITS AND SERVICES
Function 700
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal
year 1976
Estimates

1st budget resolution.
2d budget resolution --

Budget authorty

Outlays

18, 000
19, 852

17, 500
19, 064

-

Difference ........

+1,852

+1,564

The resolution provides budget authority of $19.9 billion and outlays of $19.1 billion for this function. This is an increase of $1.9 billion
in budget authority and $1.6 billion in outlays from the first budget
resolution.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

This function includes income security for veterans (principally
veterans pensions, compensation, and life insurance); education, training, and rehabilitation for veterans; hospital and medical care for
veterans; and veterans housing assistance.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Reestimates of the cost of readjustment benefits (GI bill education
and training) account for the bulk of the increase above the first
resolution.
Life Insurance Benefits-Outlays for several life insurance -programs
fell $135 million below estimates in the first resolution due to the
payment of insurance dividends in fiscal year 1975 rather than in
fiscal year 1976.
Veterans Compensation-A larger cost-of-living increase for veterans
compensation was provided in Public Law 94-71 than was assumed in
the first resolution. The additional amounts of $89 million in budget
authority and $77 million in outlays are incorporated in the total of
$449 million in budget authority and $437 million in outlays for this
initiative.
HUD and Independet Agencies Appropriation Act-This function
includes $17.8 billion in budget authority and $16.3 billion in outlays
for the HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, $872
million in budget authority and $845 in outlays above the amounts
assumed in the first resolution. Increased appropriations were required
to accommodate a budget amendment of $1.4 billion in budget authority
(36)

37
and outlays transmitted by the President in July for reestimates of
readjustment, compensation, and pension benefits.
Anticipated Budget Amendments-Supplemental appropriations for
readjustment benefits are expected to further raise budget authority
by $800 million and outlays by $745 million. This substantial increase
is due to higher college enrollment rates among veterans, reflecting
the Nation's high unemployment rate. In addition, a supplemental
budget request of $87 million in budget authority and outlays is anticipated for veterans medical care costs, which are rising due to
inflation and outpatient caseloads.
The total amount provided for veterans readjustment benefits in
fiscal year 1976 is $6.2 billion, $2.1 billion over the President's original
budget submission and $1.6 billion over the amount assumed in the
first resolution.
Veterans Pensions-The resolution includes $100 million in budget
authority and outlays for an 8 percent cost-of-living increase in
veterans pensions, $9 million in budget authority and outlays above
the amounts assumed in the first resolution.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUSTICE
Function 750
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Bdgoet authority

Outlays

3, 300
3, 300

3, 400
3, 400

1st budget resolution ...... ...................
2d budget resolution ------------------------Difference

.-

--

The resolution includes budget authority of $3.3 billion and outlays
of $3.4 billion for this function. These amounts are unchanged from the
first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes substantially all of the Federal Government's
expenditures for law enforcement, prosecution, the Judiciary, Federal
correctional institutions, and assistance to State and local government
through the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Budget authority and outlays for this function are unchanged from
the first resolution. However, several of the supporting assumptions
have changed.
Congress reduced budget authority by $31 million and outlays by
$9 million in its action on the fiscal year 1975 supplemental, the
Treasury, Postal Service, and State-Justice-Commerce Appropriation Acts. The veto of the Emergency Jobs bill also reduced outlays
in this function by $46 million. The resolution includes $92 million in
budget authority and $60 million in outlays to accommodate a number
of pending supplemental appropriation requests for miscellaneous
activities and several minor entitlement bills expected to be approved
this session. The Public Safety Officer Survivor Benefits Act, however,
is not now expected to be enacted and funded in time to have an
impact upon fiscal year 1976; consequently, the resolution reduces
budget authority by $61 million and outlays by $5 million for this
program.

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Function 800
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authonty

Outlays

3, 300
3, 300

3, 300
3, 300

1st budget resolution .......
2d budget resolution ............
D ifferen ce ...........

-----------------

-------------- ----

The resolution includes budget authority and outlays of $3.3
billion for this function. These amounts are unchanged from the first
resolution.
DESCRIPTIONs

OF FUNCTION

This function covers the general overhead costs of the Federal
Government, including legislative and executive activities; provision
of central fiscal, personnel, and property activities; and otter services
that cannot reasonably be classified in another major function.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Budget authority and outlays for this function are unchanged from
the first resolution. However, several of the supporting assumptions
have changed.
Treasury receipts from the sale of coins (treated as an offset to
expenditures) are expected to be $75 million higher than assumed in
the first resolution; budget authority and outlays for claims and
judgments, and miscellaneous and civil service items are now estimated
at $300 million higher than the first resolution; and outlays for the
construction of various public buildings are now expected to be $200
million below the amount assumed in the first resolution as a result
of the veto of the Emergency Jobs bill.
(39)

REVENUE

SHARING

AND GENERAL-PURPOSE
ASSISTANCE

FISCAL

Function 850
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

1st budget resolution .......
2d budget resolution

.. .

Budget authority

Outlays

7, 300
7, 300

7, 200
7, 300

...-- ------

Difference ----------------------------.------------

+100

The resolution includes budget authority and outlays of $7.3 billion
for this function. Budget authority i unchanged from the first
resolution; outlays increase by $100 million.
DESCRIPTION

OF FUNCTION

This function includes the general revenue sharing program, as well
as the return of portions of certain taxes and other charges to States
and local governments from the Departments of Agricultuie, Defense,
and Interior.
SUMMARY

OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Budget authority for this function is unchanged from the first
resolution. Outlays, however, are increased by $100 million.
Outlays for general revenue sharing are expected to occur more
rapidly than assumed in the first budget resolution. However, a reestimate of grazing and mineral receipts being returned to States and
localities partially offsets the increase. The District of Columbia
appropriation bill has not yet been submitted by the President. The
resolution recommends no change for this bill from the $260 million
in budget authority and outlays assumed in the first resolution.
(40)

INTEREST
Function 900
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Estimates

Budget authority

Outlays

35, 000
36, 400

35, 000
36, 400

, 400

+ 1, 400

1st budget resolution ............
2d budget resolution .................
Difference -------------------------

-

The resolution includes $36.4 billion of budget authority and outlays
for this function. This is an increase of $1.4 billion from the first
resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function covers interest on the public debt, offset by receipts
from off-budget agencies and certain intrafund transactions.
SUMIARY OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Higher payments of $2.2 billion required for interest on the public
debt are partially offset by $800 million in larger receipts from offbudget agencies.
Interest on the public debt is now estimated at $38.2 billion, an
increase of $2.2 billion over the amount assumed in the first resolution.
The amount of interest on the public debt depends upon the amount of
the total debt and the level of interest rates. This estimate is based on a
unified budget deficit of $72 billion, an increase of $3.2 billion from the
first resolution, and a deficit for off-budget agencies of $14.2 billion, an
increase of $3.6 billion from the first resolution. Short-term interest
rates are higher than had been anticipated in the first resolution.
Interest payments by the Federal Financing Bank, which is an offbudget agency, will be $800 million higher than estimated in the first
resolution. These payments are counted in the budget as an offset to
expenditures in this function.

ALLOWANCES
[Is millions of dollars]
Fiscal year i96
Estimates

.-lst budget resolution
2d budget resolution -..

Budget authority

Outlays

1, 400

1, 200

-612

-285

-

788

Difference
-

915

The resolution includes budget authority of $788 million and outlays
of $915 million for allowances. This is a reduction of $612 million in
budget authority and $285 million in outlays from the first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

Allowances provide for requests which the President will make for
pay raises for civilian agencies and for programs for which sufficiently
detailed information was not available at the time the budget was
submitted and were therefore not included in agency accounts elsewhere in the budget.
SUiMARY

OF CHANGES

FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Civilian Agency Pay Raises--The first resolution included $1
billion in budget authority and $960 million in outlays for an 8.66
percent cost-of-living pay increase. Congressional approval of the
5 percent limit on cost-of-living pay increases reduced budget authority
by $425 million and outlays by $410 million. The Committee recommends that 50 percent of the 5 percent pay increase ($287 million
in budget authority and $275 million in outlays) be absorbed by
improved productivity and better management practices.
Conting ncies-Enactment of Public Law 94-24, which provided
assistance to Vietnam refugees, and Public Law 94-82, which increased
Federal executive salaries, will result in an outlay increase of $100
million over ,the Arst resolution. The resolution provides for these
increases and includes $450 million in budget authority and $300
million in outlays for additional contingencies for the balance of
fiscal year 1976.

UNDISTRIBUTED OFFSETTING RECEIPTS
Function 950
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year 1976
Budget authority

Estimates

lst budget resolution ----------------------- --2d budget resolution -Difference -------------

-16,
-18,

--------------

200
600

- 2,400

Outlays

-16,
-18,

200
600

- 2,400

The resolution includes budget authority and outlays of mis 11s
$18.6 billion. This amount results in a decrease of $2.4 billion from the
first resolution.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTION

This function includes receipts that are offsets to transactions elsewhere in the budget and are deducted from budget authority and
outlays of the Government as a whole. Included are the employers
contribution to employee retirement funds, interest paid to trust funds,
and receipts from leasing of mineral rights on the Outer Continental
Shelf.
SUMMARY OF CHANGES FROM FIRST RESOLUTION

Interest Received by Trust Funds-Interest payments on money
borrowed from Government trust funds have increased by $400 million
from the amount assumed in the first resolution, reflecting higher
interest rates than originally estimated. A technical adjustment of
minus $400 million in offsetting receipts is necessary to compensate
for the change.

Rents and Royalties From the Outer Continental Shelf-Acceptance

of OMB's latest estimate of $6 billion for receipts from leasing the
Outer Continental Shelf adds $2 billion in receipts to the amounts
assumed in the first resolution. These receipts are treated as offsets to
outlays.

APPENDICES

H.R. 608-4

APPENDIX A
HOUSE BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FY 1976
FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY-BUDGET AUTHORITY
[In millions of dollars]
House Budget Coisttee
recommendation second budget
resolution

President's
eriginol budget

Function
050
150
250
300
350
400
450
500
5 50
600
700
750
800
850
900

Total
1 Adjusted to reflect a reduction of $9,063 million due to the redefinition of budget authority in the final conference agreement on
the fiscal year 1976 HUD Independent Agencies Apprcopritions

OMB revision
Oct. 21, 1975

First budget
resolution

107, 700
12, 627
4, 686
12, 226
4, 273
6,602
5, 164
13, 686
31, 022
126, 276
16, 163
3, 169
3, 335
7, 305
34, 419
8, 325
-20, 193

107, 200
6, 200
4, 700
12, 600
4,100
12,100
5,500
17, 400
31, 700
139, 437
18, 900
3, 100
3, 400
7, 300
35, 400
1, 300
-18, 500

100, 700
4, 900
4, 700
13, 800
4, 300
11,300
11, 000
19, 00)
33, 100
131, 837
18, 000
3, 300
3, 300
7, 300
35, 000
1, 400
-16, 200

99, 580
4, 683
4, 700
13, 617
4, 120
17, :;00
10, 600
4
22, 15
33, 550
137, 5S7
19, 852
3, 300
3, 300
7, 300
36, 400
788
-18, 600

120
-217
0
181
-180
6, 000
-400
3, 415
450
5, 750
1, 852
0
0
0
1, 400
-612
-2, 400

376, 785

391, 837

386, 737

400, 492

13, 755

request

National defense ..........................................
International affairsGeneral science, space, and technology
Natural resources, environment, and energy
Agriculture
.------Commerce and transportation ..................
Community and regional development
Education, manpower, and social services
a-----------------H ealth --- ----------------------------------------------Income security I
Veterans' benefits and services .......
Law enforcement and justice .............
General government ...........-.Revenue sharing and general purpose fiscal assistance -.-----Interest--A llow an ces ----------------------------------------------950 Undistributed offsetting receipts

Difference
over +)
under(
fiest budget
resolution

Total

-1,

Act (Public Law 94 116) with regard to aggregate authority provided over periods of up to 40 years for "Annut contribulions for
assisted housing."

APPENDIX B
1I0uSE 1<1DUET COMMITTEE RE('OMMENI)ATIONS FOIl FISCkL YEAR 1976;
FUNCTIONAL SI

IMAI3Y -1

TLAYS

[In millionsofdollars
House Budget Couoittee
econaendations second budget
resolution
Difcercore
Piesidenfe

oriiM budge
request

uention

050
150
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
700
750
800
850
900

Nalmal defense
.
...
International affairs
--,
General science, space, and technology
Natural resources, environent, and energy
Agriculture .. .. .......
.....
. .
Commerce and transportation ---Community and regional development ............-.-.-.--Education, manpower, and social services -------------------Health .--Income security,
-l-Veterans' benefits and services ............................
.
Law enforcement and justice - -2,
General government .........-.
Revenue sharing and general purpose fiscal assistance ........
Interest
.. . .
Allowances
---950 Undistributed offsetting receipts --Total

--

-

--

---

In testimony before the Senate Budget Committee, OMB
Director Lynn stated that pending congressional actions 'Aould

eunder (--

0,1113 iI
O,. 21, 1975

0...........
94,
027
91, 500
294
5, 100
4, 581
4, 600
10, 029
11, 100
1, S1t
2,300
13, 723
17, 600
5, 920
6,400
14, 621
17, 900
2, 050
30, 900
1S, 724
128, 700
15, 592
18, 200
28,8
3, 300
3, 18()
3, 300
7, 249
7, 300
34,
1........................................
419
35, 400
8, 050
1, 400
-20, 193
-18, 500
349, 371

366, 500/
'370, 100

budget
recllsio'

Totel

fist buders
0 nn

90, 700
4, 900
4, 600
11, 600
1,800
17, 500
8, 650
19, 850
30, 700
125, 300
17, 500
3, 400
3, 300
7, 200
35, 000
1, 200
-16, 200

91,213
4,452
4, 600
11, 190
2,550
18, 600
7, 000
21,053
32, 870
128, 461
19,064
3, 400
3,300
7,300
36, 400
915
-18,600

513
-448
0
-410
750
1, 100
-1, 650
1,203
2, 170
3, 161
1, 564
0
0
100
1,400
-285
-2,400

367, 000

373, 768

6, 768

Frt

increase this estisafte to $370.1 billion.

APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF AMOUNTS ASSUMED IN FIRST BUDGET RESOLUTION FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1976 WITH CURRENT HOUSE STATUS AS OF (OT. 20, 1975
fl

mllons of doll-I
Assu-cd
in First budget
rtoulutiuri
Budget
authority

Permanent appropriations, outlays from prior-year balances and
----- 137, 080
............-offsetting receipts .......................
17
Table 1. Fiscal year 1975 supplementals, rescissions, and deferrals_219, 286
Table 2. Fiscal year 1976 appropriation bills
2, 381
Table 3. Fiscal year 1976 spending legislation ....
Total .......

..............................

...........

.

358, 764

Outlays

CurenHll f0
S1lals as
of Oct 201,lF7
sl,h

t

Ottlayc

Diffunc
uer
-+
uIer
Fha bIldget rsolutuio

I

authori

Outluys

954
617
878
531

139, 829
67
225, 457
2, 267

207,
5,
145,
2,

276
483
484
166

2, 749
50
6, 171
-114

7, 322
866
606
-365

351,980

37, 620

360, 409

8, 856

8, 429

199,
4,
1,14,
2,

TABLE 1-FISCAL YEAR 1975 SUPPLEMENTALS, RESCISSIONS AND DEFERRALS
[In millions of dollars]
Assumed in first budget
resolution
Budget
authority

1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rescission bills (Public Law 94-14 and 15)
Further urgent supplemental, 1975 (Public Law 94-6)
Additional veterans supplemental, 1975 (Public Law 94-17) .....
Refugee assistance, Vietnam, 1975 (Public Law 94-24)
Foreign assistance, 1975 (Public Law 94-11) .................
Deferral resolutions (S. Res. 23 and 69)
Second supplemental, 1975 (Public Law 94-32)
Summer youth employment supplemental, 1975 (Public Law
94-36) To tal - ----------- --.

Less than $500,000.

------------------------------

0

O
0
0
0
0
17

Cureent House status as
of Oct. 20, 1975

Outlays

Budget
authority

-31
0
0
240
0
355
3, 715

50
0
0
0
0
0
17

Outlays

11
30
(1)
290
-265
660
4, 359

Difference over (+) under
( first budget resolution
Budget
authority

Outlays

42
30
(5)
50
-265
305
644

0

338

0

398

60

17

4,617

67

5,483

866

TABLE 2-FIS(AL YEAR 1976 APPROPRIATION BILLS
[In millions of dollars.
Aussied in first budget
resolution
Budget
authority

Passed House:
5, 296
1. Education division (Public Law 94-94) -----------------842
---2. Legislative branch (Public Law 94-59) -0
3. Continuing appropriations, 1976 (Public Law 94-41) -----214
4. HUD, independent agencies (Public Law 94-116) ---------- 143,
772
7,
5. Public W orks (H .R. 8122) ----------------------------6, 172
6. State, Justice, Commerce, judiciary (Public Law 94-121) --36, 484
7. Labor-HEW (H.R. 8069) ------------------------------3, 873
8. Transportation (H.R. 8365)----------------------------11, 466
9. Agriculture and related agencies (Public Law 94-122) --10. Treasury, Postal Service, and general government (Public
Law 94-91) ----- --------------------- ------- ------ 6, 415
4, 463
11. Interior and related agencies (H.R. 8773)----------------89, 485
12. D efense (H.R . 9861) .... ...............................
3, 804
13. Military construction (H.R. 10029) -- ----------------0
14. First budget rescission bill, 1976 (Public Law 94-111) -.---Subtotal, passed House ---------Pending:
15. District of Columbia -------------16. Foreign operations ----------------

_

Subtotal, pending --------------Total, appropriation bills ......
I Adjusted to reflect a reduction of $9,063 million due to the retinal conference agreement tin
definition of budget authority in te
I ie fiscal year 1976 ItUI)-Itdeptndent Agencies Appropriatiots

_

Current House status no
of Oct. 20, 1975

Difference over (+) under
(- first budget resolution

Outlays

Budget
authority

Outlays

Budget
authonty

Outlays

2,197
727
2, 120
19, 559
4, 350
4, 319
28, 508
3, 078
7, 941

4,917
828
2,380
149, 347
7,225
5,958
35,981
3,654
11,061

1,702
737
2,330
19,969
3,880
4, 146
28,475
2,948
7,745

-379
-14
2,380
6,133
-547
-214
-503
-219
-405

-495
10
204
410
-470
-173
-33
-130
-196

5,3, 979
103

6,313
4, 102
90, 219
3,519
-47

5,968
2,807
3,954
823
0

-102
-361
734
-285
-47

-11
-296
1, 740
46
0

225,457

145,484

6,171

606

62, 214
777
0

219, 286

144,878

508
3, 347

411
1,375

3, S55

1,786

223, 141

146,664

............................................................................-

Act (Public Law 94 -116) witlh regard to aggregate uibthority pso\ d(rd oer periods of up to 40 years for "Annual contrilbutions Ior
aistcd housing."

c

TABLE 3-F1SCAL YEAR 1976 SPENDING LEGISLATION
[Tnmillions of dollars]
Assused in first budget
mlUtion
Budget
authority

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S
9.
10.
11.
12.

Food stamps, rejection of price increase (Public Law 94-4) -----School lunch and child nutrition (Public Law 94-105) ---------Veterans disability benefits increase (Public Law 94-71) -------VA physicians' pay (Public Law 94-123) Salary increase for Federal executives (Public Law 94-82) -Military retired pay adjustment (Public Low 94-106) -......
Temporary increase in Fedral share of highway projects public c
Law 94-30)
-Unemployment benefits extenson (Public Law 94-45) --------Railroad unemployment insurance increase (Public Law 94-92) -_
Civil service, provide annuitant choice to elect retirement reduction upon remariiage (II.R. S550) --Extend entitlement period for veterans' educational benefits
(H . 9576)
Energy conservation and coversion trust fund (II.R. 6860) ....
Total ...............................................

(650)
0
(3m0)
46
50
0
0
2, 200
0

Current fOn" status
of Oct. 2U, 1975

Outlays

(650)
0
(30)
46
0
0

Budget
authority

(650)
250
(449)
40
.5
5

us

Outlays

Difference over (+) under
(--)first budget resolution
Budget
authority

(650)
235
(437)
40
50
9

200
2, 200
0

0
0
0

300
1, 330
94
-3

0

0

-3

85
0

85
0

91
1,824

91
0

2,381

2,531

2,267

2,166

0
250
(89)
- 6
0
9
-2,

0
200
6
3
6
1,824
-114

Outlays

0
235
(77)
- 6
50
9
100
-850
94
-3
6
0
-365

APPENDIX D
FEDERAL AID TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
The Budget Committee's recommendations provide outlays during
fiscal year 1976 for Federal aid to State and local governments of
$68.3 billion. This is an increase of $14.4 billion, or 27 percent above the
$53.9 billion level estimated for fiscal year 1975.
Outlays for Federal aid at the level recommended by the Committee
would represent 26 percent of the aggregate budgets of State and local
governments, and are larger than the 22 percent originally recommended in the President's budget. The Budget Committee recommendation would reverse a recent trend toward decreasing Federal
support of State and local governments.
Several major program changes account for most of the Committee's
increase. Within the Education, Manpower and Social Services function, total Federal aid outlays would rise by $4.3 billion over fiscal
1975. The Committee recommended an expanded public service job
program, incorporating public employment, public works jobs (the
Department of Commerce Job Opportunity Program), manpower
training, and summer youth programs.
Federal aid to State and local governments
(Outlays in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year
1975
Function
050
150
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
700
750
800
850
9 00
950

estimate

Fssealyear
1976
Budget
Conmnitte.
Second
Resolution

Change

National defense --------------73
82
+9
International affairs
General science, space, and techno!ogy. ----- Natural resources, environment,
and energy
2,519
2,946
+427
Agriculture443
332
-111
Commerce and transportation ---5, 895
8, 903
+3, 008
Community and regional development ..-3, 286
5, 649
+2, 363
Education, manpower and social
services -------------------11,518
15,780
+4,262
Health ..........
8,690
10, 175
+1,485
Income security
13, 632
16, 253
+2, 621
Veterans benefits and services ---51
61
+10
Law enforcement and justice ....
693
934
+241
General government -----------99
122
+23
Revenue sharing and general purpurpose fiscal assistance -----6, 969
7, 061
92
In terest ---------------------------------------------------------A llow an ces
.....................................................
Undistributedoffsettingreceipts -------------------------------------Total ----------------

-

(55)

53, 868

68, 298

+ 14, 430
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The overall increase of $2.4 billion in the Community and Regional
Development function is primarily attributable to the program of
accelerated public works construction and/or counter-cyclical assistance now under consideration. This proposal accounts for an additional
$1 billion of Federal aid and also contributes to expanded job
opportunities.
The Committee assumes that within the Income Security function
Federal aid will increase by $2.6 billion over fiscal 1975. Expenditures
under the food stamp program are estimated at $1.5 billion above
last year. The impact of the recession on public assistance produces
an increase of $700 million.
The Commerce and Transportation function increase. by $3 billion.
The Committee estimates that outlays for highways would increase
by $2.5 billion over lat year. This reflects the release of impounded
highway funds and new project applications stimulated by legislation
for temporary advances of Federal funds to meet State's matching
requirements. Outlays for mass transportation are estimated to increase by $500 million.
Approximately $1.3 billion of the $1.5 billion increase over 1975 in
the Health function is attributable to increased costs for the Medicaid
program.

APPENDIX E
SELECTED MAJOR OUTLAY RE-ESTIMATES
(Dollars in Billions)

President's
budget

Function 350
Commodity Credit Corporation Function 400:
Federal Housing Administration FundHighway Trust Fund ----------------Function 550:
Medicare and Medicaid -Function 600:
Food Stamps
Public Assistance (Aid to Families with
Dependent Children) Unemployment Compensation -------Function 700:
Veterans 2Education (Readjustment
benefits)
Function 900:
Interest on the Public Debt ----------Total --

Most
recent

admnis
1st
tention
budget
stionste l resolution

d
budget
resolution

0. 5

1. 3

0. 5

1. 3

.7
4 8

1. 1
6. 9

.7
6. 1

1.6
7.0

22. 2

24. 3

23. 9

25. 8

3.6

6.0

6.0

6.0

4. 7
18. 2

5. 9
19. 3

.5. 6
17. 8

5. 8
19. 9

4. 1

6.2

4.6

6.2

36. 0

37. 8

36. 6

38. 8

94.8

108.8

101.8

112.4

Difference between most recent Administration estimate and President's budget, for
selected items

--

--

14.

0

Difference between Second Budget Resolution and President's budget, for selected
items

-7-----------

17.6

I No

comprehcoive listng is available for all increeo and decreases in the Executive budget subsequent
to its submission on Feb. 3,1975. The items listed here are drawn from details subnitted in the OMB midsession review, recent testimony by the Director of OMB. and Departmental estimates.
Includes addition of $91 million for Ilouse-passed legislation, but not deduction of $600 mnition for Presi
dent's legislative cost reduction proposal.
MAIN CAUSES

OF RE-ESTIM sTES BETWEEN PESlDENT'S
SECOND CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

FEBRUARY BUDGET AND

Commodity Credit Corporation
Increases in commodity price support outlay estimates are for tobacco ($268
million), peanuts ($151 million), dairy products ($82 million), feed grains ($54
million), and miscellaneous items.
FederalHousing Administration Fund
FHA foreclosures and property acquisitions have proceeded at a rate substantially in excess of that anticipated in the President's budget, and property disposition has been slower.
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Highway Trut Fund
President's release of $2 billion in impounded funds, Senate overturn of deferrals
in S. Res. 69, enactment of P.L. 94-30 to speed up highway obligations, and higher
obligation rate than contemplated in the original budget, have caused the
increases.
Medicare and Medicaid
Increased hospital utilization, higher than anticipated escalation in medical
care prices, and failure to implement expected cost control regulations, account
for the increases.
Food Stamps
Major factor was increased use of food stamps, which added $1.5 billion to the
President's original estimate. Congressional rejection of the 35% cap and proposed
administrative regulations added $867 million.
Public Assistance (Aid to Families with Dependent Children)
Increased participation, rejection of proposed management and benefit structure
changes, and new HEW outlay estimates account for the increase above the
President's original request.
Unemployment Compensation
More unemployed workers than anticipated are covered by unemployment
insurance and they are remaining unemployed longer than expected.
Veterans Education (Readjustment benefits)
As the result of the high unemployment rate, more veterans than anticipated
are taking advantage of education benefits. Ninety-one million dollars of the
increase is the result of Houe-passed legislation.
Interest on the Public Debt
Short-term interest rates have been higher than assumed in the First Resolution
and a higher level of interest-bearing public debt is expected.

APPENDIX F
CONTROLLABILITY OF OUTLAYS
Congress must control outlays and receipts in order to achieve the
surplus or deficit position necessary to meet its economic objective.
This analysis describes the kinds of action required by Congress to
control outlays in a given fiscal year.
Congress does not enact outlays. Congress enacts budget authority.
It is budget authority that authorizes Federal agencies to commit or
obligate the Federal Government to spending. No outlay occurs unless
it has been previously authorized by Congress as budget authority.
Outlays for a given fiscal year are frequently related to authority
which Congress has granted in earlier years. Control of these outlays
requires an act of Congress to change existing law. Included within
this category are outlays from programs with (1) permanent authority,
(2) prior authority, and (3) entitlements already specified by law. All
other outlays are classified as relatively controllable.
Outlays from "permanent" budget authority become available
automatically under existing law and require no further congressional
action. Permanent authority is composed almost entirely of trust
funds, interest on the debt, and general revenue sharing. Outlays from
"prior years" result from budget authority which has been previously
enacted on an annual basis. This situation simply reflects the fact
that there will always be some time lag between contractual commitment and the actual disbursement of funds to honor contract obligations. Formulas in existing law which set a definite benefit payment
and define those people eligible for the payment also account for a
significant level of outlays in the budget year. The food stamp,
public assistance, certain veterans programs, and others which require
such payments are defined in the Congressional Budget Act as entitlement programs.
The folloiDg table shows that $130.5 billion or 35 percent of the
$373.8 billion in outlays will result from permanent authority already
made available by existing laws. Lesser amounts of $65.4 billion and
$70.1 billion will result from prior authority and entitlement legislation. A total of $266 billion or 71.2 percent of the $373.8 billion
budget total included in the estimate of the Budget Committee is
mandatory under existing law. The portion of the outlays designated
as relatively controllable is approximately $107.8 billion, or 28.8
percent of the total.
Outlays within the various classifications of controllability are estimated for each function and appear in the accompanying tables and
charts. In the functions for interest, revenue sharing, veterans benefits
and services, income security, health, and undistributed offsetting
receipts, over 75 percent of thee outlays result from existing legislation.
On the other hand in the functions of national defense, general science,
space and technology, general government and allowances, over 60
percent of the outlays are classified as relatively controllable.
(59)
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PERCENT OF OUTLAYS THAT ARE MANDATORY UNDER
EXISTING LAW AND THOSE THAT ARE RELATIVELY
CONTROLLABLE IN FISCAL YEAR 1976
Function

050
150
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
700
750
800
850
900
950

Mandatory
under raisting
low

Relatively
controllable

33. 9
45. 5
37. 0
46. 4
50. 0
67. 7
61.4
53. 3
85. 4
99. 8
78. 5
29. 4
0

66. 1
54. 5
63. 0
53. 6
50. 0
32. 3
38. 6
46. 7
14. 6
.2
21. 5
70. 6
100

National defense
International affairs ----------------------General science, space, and technology -------Natural resources, environment, and energy ---Agriculture ------------------Commerce and transportationCommunity and regional development -------Education, manpower, and social services ----Health
Income security ------------------------Veterans benefits and services --------------Law enforcement and justice ---------------General government ----------------------Revenue sharing and general purpose fiscal
assistance -------------------------------Interest
-----------------------------------Allowances ...................
Undistributed offsetting receipts -------------

9- 9
99.4
0
100

Total -------------------------------

71. 2

4. 1
.5
100
0
28. 8
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CONTROLLABILITY OF HOUSE BUDGET COMMITTEE
OUTLAYS ESTIMATE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1976
[In billions of dollars]
Mandatory under listing law

Function

050
150
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
700
750
800
850

900
950

National defense
International
affairs ... .....
General science,
space, and
technology ----Natural resources,
environment,
and energy ---Agriculture _
Commerce and
transportation__
Community and
regional
development--Education,
manpower, and
social servicesHealth ---------Income securityVeterans benefits
and services -Law enforcement
_
and justice
General
government ---Revenue sharing
and general
purpose fiscal
assistance -------------Interest
Allowances -----Undistributed
offsetting
receipts
......
Total ......

EntitlePetameut
nent
Ptioe and other
authorityI authority programs

Total

-0.3
.4

Total
Relatively budget
cntol
coti T tIte
estioato
able

24.3

6.9

30.9

60.3

91.2

2.2

.2

2.0

2.4

4.4

0

1.7

0

1.7

2.9

4.6

1.1
0

6.3
1.3

0
0

5.2
1.3

6.0
1.3

11.2
2.6

1.3

9.6

1.7

12.6

6.0

18.6

.1

4.1

.1

4.3

2.7

7.0

1.5
14.0
92. .5

7.3
5.6
5.4

2.4
8.5
30. 3

11.2
28.1
128. 2

9.8
4.8
.3

21.0
32.9
128. 5

.1

1.1

13.8

15.0

4.1

19.1

0

1.0

0

1.0

2.4

3.4

_ 1.8

.2

1.5

-. 1

3.4

3.3

0

7.0
36.2
0

.3
.2
.9

7.3
36. 4
.9

0
0
18.6
130. 5

18.6

0
70. 1

65. 4

266. 0

0
107. 8

I Negative figure indicates that offsetting receipts are larger than the applicable outlays.

H.R 608-

-18.6
373. 8

APPENDIX G
ECONOMIC STIMULUS
The first resolution set a target of $68.8 billion in deficit spending
which was designed to stimulate a severely depressed economy by
providing incomes for millions of our citizens. Of this amount, $10.7
billion was earmarked to create approximately 1.7 million jobs.
Another $14.8 billion was earmarked to stimulate lagging consumer
activity through tax reductions. In this way $25.5 billion or 37 percent
of the $68.8 billion deficit was specifically aimed at helping two of the
most sensitive and troubled parts of a sick economy.
The second resolution provides $72.0 billion in economic stimulus.
Of this total $24.3 billion or 34 percent has been targeted. Job stimulus
programs account for $7.5 billion and 984,000 jobs. Tax reductions to
stimulate consumer income accounts for $16.8 billion.
At present, $5.2 billion of the $10.7 billion job stimulus goal in the
first resolution has been accomplished. Legislation enacted thus far
will provide about 708,000 jobs-short of the target by about one
million jobs. In light of the continuing high rate of unemployment and
the congressional mandate for more employment expressed in the first
resolution, the committee assumes that $2.3 billion will be added to
the amounts already provided by Congress to create 276,000 additional
jobs. This congressional initiative will bring the total investment in
the second resolution for these job-targeted programs to $7.5 billionapproximately 984,000 jobs. This stimulus package, while short of the
original $10.7 billion target, represents a realistic objective in terms
of the time remaining to act on this problem during this session.
The following tables, "Summary of Targeted Economic Stimulus"
and "Targeted Economic Stimulus; Sources of Change between First
and Second Resolutions" identify the major program areas which were
expanded to provide economic stimulus and the sources of change
between the two resolutions. The principal causes of the difference
of $3.2 billion in outlays and 672,000 jobs between the two resolutions
are due to the vetoes of the Emergency Middle Income Housing bill
which cut employment by 130,000 jobs and outlays by $400 million
and the Emergency Jobs bill which reduced jobs by another 550,000
and outlays by $1.8 billion. In addition, delays in enacting the
Speaker's program further reduced jobs by 108,000 and outlays by
$1.1 billion. These three occurrences reduced targeted jobs by 790,000.
These reductions were partially offset by increases in estimates for
highway programs that added 110,000 jobs.
Of the $14.8 billion targeted as tax reductions to stimulate consumption and investments in the first resolution, $10.4 billion has been
enacted by tax reductions for calendar year 1975. The second resolution assumes that the tax reductions for calendar year 1975 will be
extended to calendar year 1976 at the present withholding rates. This
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extension will provide tax reductions of $16.8 billion in the second
resolution for the fiscal year; an increase of $2.0 billion over the
first resolution was necessary to maintain the present withholding rates.
These investments in economic stimulus are investments in the
future. Each dollar spent for job creation reduces federal expenditures
for programs that automatically grow during recessions, such as
unemployment payments, public assistance and food stamps. Furthermore, additional jobs add to federal receipts through taxes on earned
income.

SUMMARY OF TARGETED ECONOMIC STIMULUS IN BUDGET RESOLUTION
[Dollas in billions]
1st budget resolution
Budget
authority

I. Major housing legislation ........
II. Public service and manpower
job
creation ....
III. Public works .........
......

Completed action Oct. 10, 1975
Jobs

Budget
authority

Outlays

2d budget resolution
Budget
Jobts authority

Outlays

$4. 0

$0. 4

225, 000

$5. 0

0

93, 800

$5. 0

0

93, 800

4. 8
26. 6

3. 2
7. 1

381, 500
1,050, 500

2. 2
16. 4

$2. 6
2. 6

296, 000
318, 600

5. 1
21. 7

$3. 7
3. 8

459, 000
431, 600

10. 7
1, 657, 000
14. 8 ..
. ..............

23. 6

5. 2
10. 4

708, 400

31.8

7. 5
984, 400
16. 8 -----.---

25. 5

23. 6

15. 6

708, 400

31.8

24. 3

Subtotal, budget programs ------- 35. 4
IV. Budget impact of tax reduction .....
......
Total -------------------------

Outlays

35. 4

1, 657, 000

984, 000
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TARGETED ECONOMIC STIMULUS SOURCES OF CHANGE
BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND RESOLUTIONS
Outlays
Jobs
(In billions) (in thousands)

Veto housing legislation-

-$0.4

Public service and manpower job creation:
Veto emergency jobs bill
No action CETA title III and IV_
Increases in public service, jobs

+20.0
-.+.43 ---------+.4
+57.5

Subtotal, public service and manpower job creation
Public works:
Veto emergency jobs bill
Reestimate highway
Natural resources, environment, and energy -.--Accelerated public works/counter cyclical ..........
Rail right-of-way ..........................
D.C. Metro
Subtotal, public works ---

-

-

Total, targeted outlay stimulus ....
.......
....
Tax reductions ------------------------.......
Total targeted stimulus .........

-131.2

+.5

+77.5

-2.2
+.9
-. 3
1.1
-. 5
-. 1

-573.42
+11 .5
-22.5
-108.0
-27.5

-3.3

-- - - -

-618.9

-3.2
-672.6
+ 2.0 ----------1.2

-672.6

DETAIL OF TARGETED ECONOMIC STIMIIUS IN

IIUDGElT RESOLUTION

[Dollar amounts in billions]
2d budget resluni(t

Ist budget resolution

Function

I. Major housing legislation----

II. Public Servite and manpower
job creation:
Emergency Jobs Bill---Public Service and other
jobs.

Budget
autiarity

Fisalyear
1576
actlaye

Fiscal year
1976obs

Budget

authority

Fiscal year
1976

outlays

Fiscal year
176 jobs

93, 800

$4. 0

$0. 4

225, 000

$5. 0

0

500
500

12. 3
NA

2. 3
NA

314, 000
NA

0
2. 2

0
$2. 2

500

NA

NA

NA

0

500

NA

NA

NA

.

500

.

.

3

NA

500

2. 2

.6

3 67, 500

4.8

3.2

381,500

410

1

Remarks
The veto of the emergency
middle incotac housing [till
was replaced by Public
Law 94 50, emergency mortgage credit program (BA
$5.0B; 0 SOB); Public Law
Owners
94-50, d. 7/2, llec
Reief Act (BA $35M; )
$0M) ; HR 8650 d. 9/,
IIotae Weatherlzation Act
(BA $5M,; 0 $01M).

I0 Vetoed.
200, 000 I.J. Ies. 499, d. 6/27 partially
,f vetoed
replaced effect
ile'geacy jo]t bill.

Summer youth supplemental,
fiscal year
1975.
Summer youth supplefiscal y-ear
mental,
1976.2
CETA title III and IV
(tantouer training).
Increa se public service
jobs (education and
labor)."

Subtotal, public serv- ------ice and manpower
job creation.
See footnotes at end of table.

96, 000

Funded in fiscal year 1975,
stitaienr youth sttppletleni.

1

38, 000

Comnmttee assumption.

0

0

2.4

1.0

4 12.), 000

5.1

3.7

459, 000

.4
5

.

0

No titni
by Appropriation
Committee.
Pending reattbriz,tttn.
Cotanittee as.saptioll.

DETAIL OF TARGETED ECONOMIC STIMULUS IN BUDGET RESOLUTION
[Dollar aaiounts in billns]
2d budget resolution

1st budget resolution

Funol

III. Public works:
President release of highway fuids.
Emergency
jobs
bill
(m:inly public works,).
Rurul water and waste
disposal.
Court release of clesn
water funds.
Proident release of HillBurton funds.
Natural resoirces, environnaent
acid en
2
ergy.

Budget
authoily

Fiscal year
1976
outlays

Fiscal year
1976jobs

Fiscal year
Budget
1976
authority outlays

100, 000

$1.0

600, 000

0

125, 000
0

Accomplished, d. 2/1.
Vetoed.

NA

1

34, 100

3, 500

1

3, 500

This portion of jobs bill funded
in Con. Res. Public Law
94 91.
Accomplished.

2, 000

1

2, 000

Accomplished, Feb.

30, 000

1

7, 500

1
6

4, 000
75, 000

House passed appropriation
has lower funding for Corps
of Engineers, Bureau of
Reclamation
(H.R. 8122,
June 24) and Nat. Park (H.R.
8733, July 23) BA $0.2B;
0 $0.1B; Jobs, 7,500. Committee assumption.
Executive action, d. 10/3.
S. Res. 69, d. 4/24.

4, 000
D.C. M etro ----------Release of currently deferred highway funds.
Job opportunities program.

Fiscal yar
1976jobs Rmuarks

37, 500
3 7, 500

0

0

Reauthorization for this program is not included in the
public works bill in House.

Acceleratedpublicworks/
2
counter cyclical.

450

5. 0

2. 1

208, 000

5. 0

1. 0

I00, 000

Speedup of
highway
spending (legislation
permits borrowing of
matching funds from
future authority).
Rail right-of-way
re2
habilitation.

400

0

2

25, 000

0

6

75, 000

400

6

6

33, 000

1

1

5, 500

6

7. 1

1, 050, 500

21.7

3. 8

431, 600

35. 4

10. 7

1, 657, 000

31. 8

7. 5

984, 400

Subtotal, public works

---------26.

Subtotal, estimates of ------outlays for economic
stimulus.
IV. Budget impact of Tax Reduction Act:
Effect of extending tax
cut for fiscalyear
1976.2
Subtotal,

estimated

,

10. 4

-

-

14.8

35. 4

25. 5

Authorization pending. (BA
$0.2B; outlays $0.2B; jobs
11,000).

10. 4 ----------

4. 4 --------------------

Legislation has passed House
and Senate. Committee assumption.
Enacted Public Law 94-30,
d. 6/4. Committee assumption.

--------------------

6. 4 ------

Pending House consideration.

16. 8 ---.---

stimulus of tax reduction.
Grand total: Outlays/ -------receipts.

1, 657, 000

1 Priosyear Budget Authority.
2 Cormnittee assumptions not yet enacted.
Distrbution of lump-sum dollar amount between these two activities Is illustrative.

31.8

24. 3

984, 000

4 This is in addition to the 130,000jobs already funded.
0 Distributed to many functions.
7 Legislation has beon enacted s of October 10, 1975providing $5.2B for 708,400jobs.

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HON. JAMES G. O'HARA
I vote to report the House Budget Committee's Second Concurrent
Budget Resolution, but with some reluctance. The Committee has
acted in good faith and on balance, has been forward-thinking in its
deliberations.
I support the reporting of this Resolution because it does make some
significant contributions toward economic recovery. It recommends
an extension of the 1975 Tax Reduction Act and, in fact, has increased
that reduction by approximately $2 billion in order to keep with-.holding rates at 1975 levels. In terms of economic stimuli, the Resolution provides an additional $500 million in excess of the amounts;
provided in the First Resolution for public service jobs, and $900'
million for highway construction.
As a result of the adoption of amendments in committee, an additional $12 billion ii public works and counters ' lical assistance i,
included.' Still
another $V billion over our origiil targets is included,
for summer youth jobs, which will provide approximately 38,000 jobs(annualized) in FY 1976 and another 96,000 jobs (annualized) for the
remainder of the summer.
Included in this Resolution is budget authority in the amount of
$330 million to ensure that the basic opportunity higher educationall
grants and college work study programs will have necessary funds im
the next academic year.
Despite these accomplishments, which make this Resolution far
more palatable than anything suggested by the President or Administration officials, I cannot help but express my dissatisfaction
with the limited economic goals set forth herein. The Committee'timetable for economic recovery-7 percent unemployment by the
end of fiscal year 1976 and 6.5 percent inflation-is too slow and
fails to provide what Americans need and need now. Walter Heller.,
testifying before the House Democratic Steering and Policy Committee has said, "All that will be left behind is human beings-that,
9 to 10 million unemployed (including part-time and discouraged
workers) who won't find jobs on the gentle slopes of recovery."
I believe that the so-called trade-off betw een unemployment and
inflation, in fact, only trades-off the loss of real production and higher
unemployment compensation costs for will of the wisp reductions.
in the rate of inflation and higher budget deficits. Such a trade-off
does not take today's tax users and make them taxpayers by producing jobs; it simply wastes the day of opportunity and condemns.
the unemployed to idleness.
The situation the Budget Committee finds itself in today would
have been far better had it not been for the negative vetoes of the
Ford Administration. These vetoes resulted in a reduction of over

I

The Committee's FirstResolutionestimate was for $2 billionin outlays for neelerate'
public works The fact that the legislation is still pending, reduced the outlay estimate
to $0.5 billion. How-ver, the Committee increasedthis by adding a half billion forcountercyclicalassistance to accompany the accelerated public works provisions.
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$2 billion in badly needed economic stimulus. The fact that we are
well into fiscal year 1976 makes it difficult to do more at this time.
Even the modest economic growth contemplated in this Resolution
,cannot, however, be sustained without a more responsive monetary
policy. The interest rate policies of the Federal Reserve not only
threaten to abort the limited economic improvements to date, but as
Kenneth Young of the AFL-CIO, in testimony before the House
Budget Committee stated, "Every time Arthur Burns causes interest
rates to increase by 1 percent, he is robbing the Federal Treasury by
about $1.5 billion." It simply is essential that monetary as well as
fiscal policy be geared to provide vigorous economic growth.
In conclusion, I must express some disappointment not only with
this resolution but the entire budget process. At a time of grave
economic and social peril, the Nation needs a vigorous and straightforward program to solve its economic ills, but the Congressional
budget process has been unable to present such a program.
I therefore must say that although we have done better, much more
needs to be done.
JAMEs G. O'HARA.

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HON. ROBERT E. LEGGETT
The recommendations contained in the Second Concurrent Budget
Resolution and the accompanying report merit adoption by the House
of Representatives. Although I am not entirely satisfied with the end
result of our deliberations, I do believe a number of significant accomplishments have been achieved. On balance, the Budget Committee is presenting to the House of Representatives expenditure
ceilings and revenue floors that are far more realistic and responsive
to the Nation's economic needs than anything submitted by the President or Administration officials.
Several noteworthy actions taken by the House Budget Committee
prompt me to give full support to this resolution. The salient ones are:
1. The C(>enrittee's recommendation to extend the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975 to calendar1976. To keep withholding rates at 1975 levels, the
Committee has recommended an additional $2 billion in tax reductions
for fiscal year 1976. In view of the precariousness of current economic
improvements, I consider the implementation of this recommendation
to be critical for the maintenance of a high level of consumer spending.
2. The Committee's reconciliation direction to the House Ways and
Means Committee to incorporatetax reforms that will yield additionaltax
revenues. I am convinced that millions of Americans have lost considerable confidence in their government and in this Congress because they
believe that the tax burdens on individuals and corporations are
inequitably distributed. I concur in that sentiment. I trust the House
Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee will
adopt measures that will restore equity to our tax structure.
3. The Committee's recommendation Jor additional economic and
job stimulus. The Budget Committee report directly points out that
the Congress, and as a consequence the American people, has beenrestricted and penalized by a series of Presidential vetoes of job-relatedmeasures. These actions have reduced from our original target resolution $3.2 billion in badly needed economic stimulus. It is impossible
for me to calculate fully the damage that has been done by these
vetoes. In strictly dollar terms, the standard economic formula is $16
billion loss to the Federal Treasury ($14 billion in reduced revenues
and $2 billion in additional outlays) for every 1% of unemployment.
But the cost in human suffering among the more than eight and
one-half million unemployed workers cannot be measured by any
economic yardstick.
Therefore, I am particularly pleased that the Committee has
adopted the following recommendations above targets contemplated
m our original resolution:
a. An additional half billion in outlays for countercyclical
assistance.'
o The Committee's First Resolution estimate was for $2 billion in outlays for accelerated
public works. The fact that the legislation Is still pending, reduced the outlay estimate to
$0.5 billion. However, the Committee increased this by adding a half billion for countercyclical assistance to accompany the accelerated public works provisions.
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b. Provision for an additional half billion dollars for 134,000
nine-week, summer youth jobs in fiscal year 1976 and an additional 220,000 summer jobs during the transition quarter.
c. Provision for more than $900 million add-on in highway
construction.
A1.Incorporation of budget authority of $330 million to insure
that basic opportunity higher education grants and college work
study programs will be fully funded in the next academic year.
4. The Committee's recommendation of an additional $.5 billion for
public service employment making a total of $3.7 billion for fiscal year
.1976. An investment of $3.7 billion in public service employment in
fiscal year 1976 is expected to reduce Federal unemployment payments
by $1.0 billion and increase revenues by $0.7 billion. The net effect
-of these events will be to increase the fiscal year 1970 deficit by $2.0
billion. Multiplier effects of the $3.7 billion investment will produce
,an additional reduction in the deficit of $0.9 billion by the end of
fiscal 1977. Given this feedback, investment in human resources has
ia fairly small budget cost. A dollar invested now will increase the deficit
Iby only 32 cents over a two-year period.
Furthermore, these investments serve to decrease the deficit of
"State and local governments over a two-year period by 26 cents for
every dollar spent, and each dollar provides a dollar in income now
that serves to boost consumption.
One feature of the Committee's report troubles me greatly. The
,Committee has set economic goals of a reduction of unemployment to
7.5 percent by the end of fiscal year 1976 and an inflation level of 6.5
percent. These goals are unacceptable to me and it could even be argued
that this Committee has been overly optimistic about the state of our
economy. I've already mentioned that unemployment is over 8 percent
and that percentage would be even higher if millions of workers had
not dropped out of the work force. Plant utilization is still at discouraging levels. The most recent estimate puts it at 70 to 75 percent as compared to the 85 to 95 percent during the Kennedy/Johnson years.
Capital investment, which is a major indicator of job creation, remains
substantially below the average of the Kennedy/Johnson years.
Recently released figures of the Commerce Department of this Adanmstration suggest that the so-called current recovery has no, or
very little, real steam behind it. I have contended ail along that recent
economic improvements were almost exclusively attributable to the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975, the modest stimuli provided by the
Congress, and the replenishment of depleted inventories. We cannot
Lave recovery as long as we have persistent high levels of unemployment.
There is no trade-off between unemployment and inflation. We
snust rid ourselves of the simplistic notion that while government
expenditures in excess of receipts may produce jobs and economic
growth, it also leads to inflation. True, this does happen in a booming
economy, a full-capacity economy, or a mismanaged economy. But
it is equally true that unemployment and recession in themselves lead
,to inflation because they decrease tax revenues.
So the stereotype contrast between "liberal and humane" economic
policies emphasizing government spending for pump-priming and job
creation on the one hand, and "stern and austere" policies holding
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down government spending to hold down inflation, is not necessarily
valid.
We have seen this in the recent recession; an average annual rate of
inflation of 9.9 percent and the loss of real output hit, exceeded $120
billion in 1975 alone and $192.6 billion during the past two years. How
do we solve these problems? It is obvious that there is no one-shot
solution. The Ford Administration proposed tax cut accompanied by
an unspecified $28 billion reduction in expenditures would be a disaster
and we would plunge head-long into another recession.
There are three legitimate methods of arriving at a tax cut:
First, you can remove or reduce a specific tax because you feel it is
unjust, and replace it with another tax considered more just. This is
not claimed to be the purpose of the Ford proposal.
Second, you can bring on a tax cut, unaccompanied by a spending
cut, for antirecessionary or countercyclical purposes. This rationale has
been explicitly rejected by Mr. Ford.
Third, you can decide that government is too big, and that certain
programs can and should be eliminated. After eliminating them, you
can then reduce taxes accordingly. Mr. Ford has not followed this
course either.
Instead, he has proposed his massive tax cut with the rigid requirement that it must be matched by a spending cut, but he admits he has
made no attempt to determine what should be cut.
Economically, tlis is nonsense. Its rationale can be found only in
political terms: in an attempt to implement a tax cut in early 1976,
thus putting money in the pockets of the American people and temporarily relieving their economic burdens, with the reductions in the
essential government programs to be delayed until after the 1976
election, and with the collapse of the economy to be delayed until
early 1977. This attempt to repeat the Nixon tactic of 1972 should be
rejected unequivocally. I note that it has thus been rejected not only
by the Democratic Party but also by a number of Members of the
President's own party, including Senators Bellmon and Dole.
We must, however, accept the fundamental reality that the threat
of inflation is being used to blunt action that would reduce unemployment and get the economy moving again. Inflation is not, however, a
persistent threat because too much money is chasing too few goods;
we face no shortage of automobiles or steel or aluminum. Neither is
inflation an Act of God which we regret but are powerless to prevent.
We can eliminate this threat that paralizes needed action by
recognizing that monopolistic rather than competitive influence is at
work, and by taking action to restrain that power. We do not need to
control the corner barbershop, but we do need to control those who
by their power corner markets. Much can be accomplished through the
power of exposure, by public hearings, by so-called jawboning. But
jawboning will only be effective if the teeth of controls are available
when needed. Let one certifiable outrage get by, and the effectiveness
of persuasion is dead.
What I advocate is therefore action that will hold back those who
can raise prices without regard to costs or demand. I recommend that
we simultaneously adopt policies that will hold back excessive wage
demands. Then and only then can Congress move with assurance to
return our nation to full employment. With a restructuring of the
economy through the adoption of wage-price controls, we could today
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initiate public programs that would put people back to work without
rekindling inflation.
The elephant in the chicken yard will always cry, "It's every man
for himself" and decry action to control his movement as loss of
freedom for the chickens. It is time for Congress to reject this fraud,
and adopt a plan for action.
ROaEmT

LancETT.

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HONS. PARREN J. MITCHELL
AND LOUIS STOKES
In accordance with Section 311 of The Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974, The Budget Committee has established a ceiling in the Second Budget Resolution that will limit total
outlays 'and budget authority for fiscal year 1976. After the adoption
of this second resolution any appropriation bill that violates the total
spending ceiling will not be considered without a waiver or Conaressional approval. The statutory recognition of a spending ceiling aAords
The Budget Committee the mechanism of fine tuning economic policy.
We perceive this fine tuning policy to be a useful economic mechanism.
In the economic prosperity of maximum growth and low unemployment the ceiling can be lowered to curtail government spending and
allow private markets to direct the economic path. However, in a
period of economic trough when capital is at an unprecedented 65%
utilization rate; inventories are at depletion levels with no production
function actively initiating accumulation and levels of unemployment
reminiscent of the Great Depression, it is time to discount the stimulative capabilities of the private market and accept responsibility for
providing the economy stimulus necessary for an economic revival.
The Budget Committee's First Budget Resolution totaled $10.7 billion in stimulus outlays. Public work programs represented $i.1 billion
while public service employment and manpower added $3.2 billion to
the total targeted stimulus. We were in accordance with the much
needed stimulus program because it provided 1.7 million jobs and
job creation is a necessary condition for an economic revival. We are
now confronted with a situation where, because of Presidential vetoes
and retarded program implementation, we are $3.8 billion below our
targeted outlays and 837,600 jobs below our employment creating
target. Initially, we recognized our responsibility by confirming the
$10.7 billion in stimulus. We are again recognizing our responsibility
by expressing our disapproval with the stimulus provided in the Second Budget Resolution.
We agree with the resolution report that real consumption spending is essential if recovery is to follow. It is, however, poor economic
policy to state in the report: "Additional income was provided by
recession-induced increases in Federal transfer payments, such as
social security, unemployment compensation and food stamps. This
extra purchasing power, which helped to reverse the steady and deep
decline in real disposable income that bad started in 1973, contributed
to substantial rises in retail sales in recent months." This logic infers
that it is Budget Committee economic policy to use government transfer programs as an economic stimulus. We will not accept responsibility for Committee policy that utilizes subsistence level transfers
as an economic stimulus.
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We proposed an economic stimulus of 120,000 new jobs at a cost of
$1.0 billion in budget authority. We documented a justification for
our stimulus based on the prevailing economic conditions. It costs the
national economy $16-20 billion in growth potential to survive 1 percent marginal increases in the unemployment rate. A multiple of the
stimulus program that we proposed would have cost $7.9 billion to
reduce unemployment 1 percent. The difference would be an increase
of 950,000 jobs at a savings of $8 billion in federal outlays. Apparently
there is an apathy in the Committee that will not recognize syllogistic
reasoning and basic cost accounting.
Inflation was used as a justification for denying stimulus. Members
fear the Philip's curve concept of low unemployment dictating high
inflation. There was no regard for the expert testimony of the nation's
foremost economists, including Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank, who denied that the tradeoff existed. The misconception of inflation was used as a bandanna in the hold-up of the
United States economy.
We expressed our concern, throughout the resolution proceedings,
with the Committee's accentuation on inflation and deficit spending
and their negation of human services and unemployment. We emphatically stated that the Committee "must prioritize the budget". With
New York City facing a possible default we wanted to insure that
the inhabitants would be guaranteed their Constitutional rights. We
offered a statement to amend the budget as a provision of default.
The offer was readily rejected, a manifestation of Committee priority.
We refuse to allow our nation or our districts to be victims of
deficit politics. Certainly federal spending should be monitored but
we cannot negate our responsibility to maximize the federal budget
by attaching priorities to the process. The theme of our supplement
focuses on these priorities and their national impact. We are convinced that our amendments are positive contributions to the national
economy. We, therefore, will submit our amendments to the House
Floor for consideration with anticipations that our Floor efforts will
render a more viable verdict.
PARREN

J.

MITcHELL.

Louis STOxxS.

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HON. BUTLER DERRICK
I support the Second Budget Resolution as reported by the Committee. The 72 billion dollar deficit is of great concern, however, I
believe that the condition of the economy justifies such a deficit at this
time. This Resolution meets fully my objections to the First Resolu-tion adopted by the House this spring.
My opposition to that Resolution was based on two grounds: First,
that the Nation's credit markets would not withstand the increased
demands of federal borrowing likely to result from the high deficit
proposed in that Resolution; and second, that the already high level
of federal borrowing was being increased to a great extent through
programs which would have only a minimal effect on unemployment
during fiscal year 1976. My fear was that the additional spending
built into the First Resolution aggravated and intensified the already
widespread fears in the credit markets that federal borrowing would
"crowd out" private borrowing.
I believe that capital formation is still a very real concern in the
country. I believe that deficit spending as a general proposition runs
counter to capital formation and a continued expansion of the free
enterprise system. H-owever, as a practical matter and in a year of
down-turned economy with loss of employment, I choose to take a positive step toward eradicating this unemployment and therefore by
increased revenue, bringing expenditures and outlays into balance.
Private borrowing has not been curtailed to any appreciable extent,
due to Congress' willingness to adhere closely to the First Resolution
targets. As members know, this spring many feared a great surge in
federal spending motivated by an understandable desire to end the
recession by putting people back to work; and that such spending
would bring another round of double digit inflation. That spending
has not occurred because the Congress took the First Resolution targets
seriously.
The increase in the deficit since the First Budget Resolution is
due primarily to the failure of the Congress and the Executive Branch
to reduce inflation and to lower unemployment. For example, increased
interest rates have cost the federal government 1.2 billion dollars;
higher unemployment compensation payments have drained 2.1 billion
dollars from the federal Treasury; and the failure to legislate food
stamp reform has added 600 million dollars to federal costs. Similarly, veterans readjustment benefits have increased 1.7 billion dollars
above the First Resolution because far more veterans than expected
have been unable to find jobs and are taking advantage of the educational benefits to which they are entitled by law. In short, very little
of the increase in spending over the First Resolution has resulted
from the Congress' own initiatives.
Furthermore, this Resolution is far more realistic in its estimates
of the amount of spending that will occur this fiscal year; and as %
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result the lower spending ceiling set by the Riesolution will serve to
deter additional spending during the balance of the fiscal year.
I am not pleased with the size of this budget or some of the budget
priorities contained in it, but I am in full support of the process.
Taken as a whole, the Resolution should be a clear signal to the private
sector that the Congress is acting in a fiscally responsible mannerproviding a reasonable stimulus to the economy while at the same
time rejecting or deferring spending that is not absolutely essential.
Respectfully submitted.
BVThFa DaEsmc.

MINORITY VIEWS OF HONS. DELBERT L. LATTA, ELFORD
A. CEDERBERG, HERMAN T. SCHNEEBELI, JAMES T.
BROYHILL, DEL CLAWSON, JAMES F. HASTINGS, GARNER E. SHRIVER, AND BARBER B. CONABLE, JR.
accompanying the first budget resolution for
In our Minority V views
fiscal year 1976, H. Con. Res. 218, earlier this year the undersigned
said, in part:
We believe that H. Con. Res. 218 is deficient for a number
of reasons. The deficit figure is excessive, and could seriously
aggravate inflation and interfere with our efforts to end the
recession. It proposes too much and the wrong kind of stimulative spending. There are other areas where excessive Federal spending is either approved or tolerated. On the other
hand, some cuts are proposed such as in the area of defense
which are unacceptable or excessive. The need for a reliable
energy program is simply ignored.
The -Majority report accompanying I. Con. Res. 218 represents in general a Keynesian view of the economy. Emphasisis placed throughout on reducing unemployment by government spending and larger budget deficits. The thought of
putting the world's finest free enterprise systeni to work
seems to be overlooked. In a self-serving way, the report describes the current situation as the "worst economic crisis"
since the 1930s, but omits reference to the business cycle or
the possibility of recovery. Occasional references are made
to inflation as if it were some kind of irritant, rather than a
fundamental source of current difficulties.
We believe that those viewpoints were appropriate at that time and
remain essentially appropriate at this time as the second budget resolution for fiscal year 1976 is reported out to the House.
Since the time of the first budget resolution the economy has shown
signs of a strong, vigorous recovery. Recent economic indicators show
that the real Gross National Product has gained stron.'ly in the 3d
quarter, industrial production rose in September for the 5th straight
month, retail trade improved significantly in the third quarter, total
employment shows encouragig gain,, employment has declined,
and personal income continues to rise.
The-e encouraging signs however have been achieved in spite of the
concurrent resolufiscal and monetary policies embraced by the first
tion, not because of such policies. And it is because the second budget
resolution in essence accepts basically the same policies of deficit spending, huge and growing transfer payments, and government involvewneit in the economy that we feel compelled to again Submit Minority
Views.
billion
Total ountlas cont ined in H. Con. Res. 466 amount to $:,77:;.76
a $6.8 billion increase in just the past five months since the first budget

resolution was passed. The outlay figure can go even higher, because
there will be an increase in spending in fiscal Year 1976 resulting from
the Mid-East aid proposal. Furthermore, interest payments could rise
and outlays could increase due to increased spending for various government programs. The deficit figure has risen to $71.968 billion, $3.2
billion over the first resolution, and that figure obviously could go
higher.
In the report on H1. Con. Res. 466, the functional category for Educational, Manpower, and Social Sert-ices shows a whopping c3,415,000.000 increase in budget authority over the already huge $19 billion
figure contained in the first resolution, and a $1.203,000,000 increase in
outlays. Ontlays are increased in large part for so-called stimulative
spending for public service jobs, for a variety of manpower programs,
and for social service grants to States. In addition to the spending
increases for this fiscal Year. the large budget authority increase, of
course. indicates still larger spending in coming years.
Budget authority for Income Security is up $5.750,000,000, to a total
of S137.5 billion, and outlays are up $3.161,000,000 due to such reasons
as recent legislation enacted libeializing the school lunch program,
failure to achieve legislative savings in the food stamp program, increased aid to families with dependent children, and increases in unemploytment compensation. Commerce and Transportation shows a budget authority increase of $; billion, primarily due to an appropriation
for emergency housing which impacts on fiscal year 1976 instead of
-fiscal year 1975. A net S1.1 billion increase in that function in outlays
is due in large part to FH A foreclosure, mass transit operating subsidy
payments, and highway program spending.
Veterans' benefits are up substantially. Outlays in the Health function are up over $2 billion due essentially to higher than expected
medicare and medicaid costs. Interest on the national debt is up
considerably because of the mounting size of the debt and the rise
in interest rates brought on by excessive government spending.
Government cannot continue to grow and expenditures increase as
,demonstrated by the amounts embraced by the second budget resoln"tion without grave consequences to our Nation's economic health and
to the very freedoms that are so precions to all of uc. It is high time to
get going on a thorough examination of the entire range of legislation
enacted over the last few decades which has contributed so much to
the current state of affairs. The Congressional budget process operating through the budget resolutions is the method that Congress set
tip for itself to get the job done by setting proper overall limits and
bringing about needed evaluations. Unfortunately, the second budget
resolution fails to seize the opportunity to cause'an across-the-board,
thorough examination of skyrocketing mandatory spending legislation.
Congress has an unprecedented opportunity under the Congressional
Budget Act of 197I to take effective steps toward conforming aggregate Federal spending and revenues to the requirements of long-term
economic stability and growth. Unfortnately, the second budget resolution for fiscal year 19% reveals a weak ailduncertain grasp of the
underlying cause of our economic malaise--inflation-and it fails to
use the opportunity provided by the Act to formulate a budget policy
capable of promoting economic health.

The resolution essentially continues the pattern established by the
first resolution, and that is a pattern of big spending for highly expansible Federal social programs that tends to invite endless additional
spending. Although the Majority dutifully observes that controlling
inflation is a problem, the report fails to pinpoint Federal spending
as a major contributor to that problem.
Anxious to avoid the label of fiscal irresponsibility, the Majority
suggests that increased spending for programs sensitive to economic
conditions is caused by the President's vetoes of major stimulus bills.
Such statements are misleading. Only two vetoed bills would have supplied some employment stimulus-the Emergency Employment Appropriation and the Emergency Housing Act of 1975. But the fact is
that these two bills would not have produced anywhere near the
amount of employment required to offset by reduced unemployment
compensation payments and increased tax revenues the $2.5 billion of
Federal spending that these two bills would have incurred had they
not been vetoed. Major economic stimulus bills that bust budgets in
order to effect illusory short-run gains will do little to solve the unemployment problem.
The Majority overlooks the fact that the remedy for unemployment
depends in large measure upon the confidence of consumers, of the
working man, and of business that their government is willing over
the long run to take the steps necessary to bring inflation under control. The budget resolution represents an opportunity to contribute
to the growth of this confidence, an opportunity which we regret to
say has in large part been missed in that it fails to recognize the need
to place curbs on uncontrolled growth in Federal spending.
INFLATION SINCE WORLD WAR II

Since the end of World War II the major underlying weakness in
the economy has been inflation. Because inflation undercuts the real
purchasing power of the consumer's and investor's dollars, it reduces
the power of the dollar to stimulate the production of needed goods
and services. When the effects of inflation proceed beyond a certain
point, there is recession, which is an economic response to uncontrolled
inflation. At this point prices should decline, production capacity
should increase, and the economy should move again towards a position of health until a new burst of inflation frustrates this tendency.
However, ever since the mild recession of 1953-1954, prices have gone
up even during recessions. Here is a record of price changes during
the last six recessions:
1948-49 (Mild Recession)
Consumer prices: Down 2.1 percent.
Wholesale prices : Down 6.5 percent.
1953-54 (Mild Recession)
Consumer prices : Up 0.2 percent.
Wholesale prices: Down 0.3 percent.

1957-58 (Moderate Recession)
Consumer prices: Up 2.2 percent.
Wholesale prices: Up 1.0 percent.
1960-61 (Mild Recession)
Consumer prices: Up 0.9 percent.
Wholesale prices: Up 0.2 percent.
1969-70 (Very Mild Recession)
Consumer prices: Up 5.6 percent.
Wholesale prices: Up 2.6 percent.
1973-75 (Severe Recession)
Consumer prices: Up 15.8 percent.
Wholesale prices : Up 24.4 percent.
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, September 15,1975.

(Source U.S. Department of Labor.)
As can be seen, recent recessions have merely slowed the rate of
inflation, not stopped it altogether. Inflation rates so stubborn that
they resist the impact of recessions, even recessions as severe as the
one from which we are presently recovering, are obviously much more
than just an irritant to our economic health-they are a powerful
threat to that health. How is this price stickiness to be explained?
Too many demands are being imposed on the economy and the impact
of these demands coming one after another have the effect of undermining the economy's capacity to respond with an increased supply
of goods and services; the only alternative for the economy is to reply
with increased inflation.
It is absolutely essential that it be realized that the main new ingredient in inflicting increased demands on the economy is the astronomical increase in the size of Federal spending, particularly in the
form of transfer payments. Since fiscal year 1961 Federal budgetary
outlays have almost quadrupled, $97.,; billion in fiscal year 1961 in
comparison to the second budget resolution outlay total of $373.8
billion.
The economy has suffered inflation because of an increasing tendency, particularly by the Federal Goverrnent, in the health field for
example, to impose new demands without commensurate steps to facilitate increased capacity to meet these new demands. Demand assisted by
the Federal Govermuent has an enormous capability for exceeding
supply. As Secretary of the Treasury Simon stated to the House
Budget Committee during hearings the Committee held September 29,
1975:
When the combination of private and public sector demands exceeds the productive capacity of our economy an
inflationary overheating of the economic system occurs, addin2 new government commitments is not feasible if the producie capacity of the economy is exceeded. This basic guideline La, een frequently violated as total demand has increased
too rapidly for the economic system to absorb. When this

happens the economy begins a boom and bust sequence with
severe inflation and unemployment distortionsINFLATION

AND HIGH

UNEIBIPLOYXi[ENT

High unemployment is seen as a justification by the Majority for
Federal spending to supply economic stimulus of a variety of kinds.
In both the first and second budget resolutions heavy stress is placed
on involving the Federal Government directly in the economy through
stimulative spending. The second resolution adds $500,000,006 in spending for public service jobs. It maintains the full amount of budget
authority, $5 billion, for public works/countercyclical assistance, in
spite of disagreements that have arisen in connection with enactment
of authorizing legislation, and includes $1 billion in outlays for that
purpose.
This attitude reveals a grave misunderstanding of the long-range
underlying cause of the stubborn unemployment levels-again, inflation. Repeated bouts of inflation will tend to choke off new investment. Businessmen cannot make long-range plans for new plant
capacity because they cannot estimate the long-range outlooks for new
prices and revenues. Therefore, they forego that kind of plan and that
kind of investment. In the short-range, prices of desired things outrun purchasing power and people do not buy. So over the long-run
as well as the short-run, inflation carries the seeds of recession.
The recession from which we are just now recovering and which
took such a heavy y toll on jobs, is a case study of the harmful consequences flowing from unchecked inflation. "The basic cause of the
recession was our Nation's failure to deal effectively with the inflation
that got underway in the mid-sixties and soon became a dominant
feature of our economic life." This observation was made by Dr.
Arthur F. Burns, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, in a speech entitled "The Real Issues of Inflation and
Unemployment," delivered at the University of Georgia, Septemnber 19, 1975.
CONCLUSION

The lesson to be learned should be clear-inflation must be dealt
with effectively. The American people need a signal that inflation,
caused in large part by excessive Federal spending, will be brought
under control. The Congressional budget process is potentially the most
effective means Congress has to give such a signal and the opportunity
to do so should not be lost.
DELBERT L. LATTA.
EmIORD _k. CEDERBERm.

HEMtAN T. SCIEEBuELI.
JAxuKs T. BrOYHILL.
DiEL CLAVSiN.

F. IG
JA r'S
GARNEn E.

xcS.

SHmIVER.

BARM G 13.CO XABLE,
Jr.

.R. 608-7

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF HON. ELFORD A.
CEDERBERG
The second concurrent resolution on the Budget will affect the size
and general make-up of the Federal Budget in this fiscal year (1976),
and will also extend a far-reaching influence over the jobs and livelihoods of a great many of the American people well into the future.
The second resolution also confronts what the President has called a
"crossroads decision". Shall these budget decisions move us further
in the direction of recent years-the path toward bigger government,
higher taxes and higher inflation? Or shall we deliberately change
directions, reverse the momentum of growth in our government, restore
a greater share of our nation's output into the people's hands and
purposes. and require our government to be frugal and thrifty with
the people's resources?
As we implement the new budget process of which this resolution
forms an important part, let us see that coordination of the budget
process it-elf assures the widest and fullest measures of participation
by all our elected representatives, and the Congressional bodies on
which they serve. I elaborate this point more fully in an Appendix
to these views, with illustrations.
I support the general aims of the new budgetary process and the
potential for progress achievable by the second budget resolution.
Neverthele-,. I oppose the projected budgetary growth, and policy
specifics, assumed in the second resolution as now proposed. I urge
that the Congress reject this resolution and propose one more in keeping with the "crossroads decision" urged by the President.
Above all. let us so discharge our task that our government becomes
a frugal government which lives within its meant. and contributes
to a growing and more stable economy which serves the well-being
of the American people.
EauNOaIC

BACKGROUND Or TTE r1rST BUDGET RESOLUTION

The first step under this new system was taken last spring, leading
to the adoption of the first concurrent Budget Resolution in May.
From an economic standpoint, the timing for introduction of a new
budget process could hardly have been made in less favorable circunstances.
Over at least two years, the American economy had experienced the
rigors of rising price inflation which saw consumer price levels generaly climb nearly 9% in 1973 and more than 12% further in 1974.
This meant that many consumers lost ability to buy about a fifth of
what they had formerly bought. Some important kinds of prices, such
as food prices, which rose 2i0% in 1973 alone and continued to rise
strongly thereafter, affected people living on low and moderate incomes even more severely.
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These price rises reduced real incomes of a great many people, forcing them to cut back their spending sharply. In turn this reduced
retail sales, caused unintended inventory buildups by business, and
led to drastic cutbacks in the productive activity of the overall economy. National output (GNP) fell continually through 1974 and
dropped down even more sharply-by an 11.4% annual rate-in the
first three months of 1975.
Employment followed the downward trend, dropping from SS million jobholders in July 1974 down to 82.6 million by the February low
point this year. By March there were about 81/3 million unemployed
people and the American people felt themselves to be in the grip of
recession.
No one could be certain then that the recession would not deepen nor
that unemployment might grow even larger. This was the economicbackground and climate of opinion in which Congress approached the
first budget resolution and its critical policy choices.
Opinion was sharply divided, in the public mind and in Congress, asto whether the national government should start emergency public
works and job-oriented programs or rely on self-help initiatives within
private enterprise.
With this economic background in mind, the Committee on theBudget recommended, and the House adopted in amended form, a first
budget resoluton containing the largest peacetime deficit and total
spending figures in our Nation's history.
ALTERED CIcrMSTANCES

OF THE SECOND BUDGET RESOLrTIO N

Now, late in 1975, the Congress and the American people confront a
substantially different economic situation in a different mood.
The several months preceding the mid-April Budget Committee
report to the House, which led to the first resolution, approximately
coincided with the trough, or low phase, of the business cycle. Since
that time the American economy has been on the road of a vigorous
recovery.
The bellwether of this drive toward recovery has been the industrial
private sector of our econmy. Industrial production, the output of the
Nation's mines, utilities and factories, has gained steadily for the last
five months with the strongest rise in September, the latest month
reported.
Retail sales
have gained about 11% over the same period last xIear,
employment has grown by nearly 3 million jobs since the February
low. and personal incomes are rising strongly.
Finally, national output (GNP), which fell sharply in the first
quarter this year, lias risen just as sharply in the third quarter. 1) a
record-setting 11.2 C%annual gain after price adjustments-the strongest rie in 20 years.
In short, the American economy has turned the corner and is
strongly on the road to recovery. 1However. the budget policies embodied in this resolution ignore these facts.
BUDGET CHOICES;

FOR TIHE SECOND RESOLUTION

To many Aembers,one of the urgent reasons for installing thie new
budget process was that Federal spending had gotten out of control,
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that larger spending, larger deficits and larger borrowing had followed in relentless succes.sion over 15 of the last 16 years. Governmentrun or government-dominated economic activity had, in consequence,
taken over an ever-larger share of the nation's total economy. One
study concludes that if these trends continue, more than 55% of our
nation's economic activities will be run by government within a quarter of a century.
On October 6, the President made his proposal for a substantial and
permanent reduction in Federal taxes linked with substantial reduction in the growth of Federal spending. The President characterized
Ihis proposal as a crossroads decision. A-s he stated in his message to the
American people:
To put it simply, we must decide whether we shall continue
in the direction of recent years-the path toward bigger
Government, higher taxes, and higher inflation-or whether
we shall now take a new direction-bringng a halt to the
momentous growth of Government, restoring our prosperity,
and allowing each of you a greater voice in your own future.
Many Americans, and I believe many Members of this Congress,
are deeply concerned about this choice and the direction it implies.
I believe they want to reverse the trend of recent years and support
the concept of a thriftier, more frugal government.
How can this aim be served by the second budget resolution?
The second concurrent resolution proposed by this Committee presents a larger 1976 budget in every sense than that of the first resolution. The following table compares the figures:
[In billions
ofdollars]
lst
resolution

2d
resolution

[crease

(I) Revenues
... .....................
-.........................
$298.180
$301.8
$3.6
(2)Budget
authority.............
..
. 395.800
ts....................
400.
4
1. 7
(3) Outlays
.........................
.............
............ 367.
373.8
6.8
(4)D t
.e ------------------- . ... ... .
68820
72.
3. 2
-()PuSc debt - .-.
..
t000
Zi.4
2.8

its

The new proposals for the second resolution would add stimulus
from new public works and emergency programs whose inadequacies
are well-established by historical experience.
There is danger in adding deliberate new governmentally-administered stimulus at a time when the economy is already surging upward
at record rates. Too much new governmental spending may revive
the inflationary dangers we have all experienced so recently. If these
forces are unleashed, the nation's wage and salary earners may again
see the purchasing power of their paychecks reduced, and our present
recovery may be choked off.
We should reject these enlarged spending, deficit and debt proposals
and work strenuously toward a budget which leaves more money in
the hands of the people, with a government which lives within its
means, and an economy continuing to move toward more stable prices
and the growth of sustainable levels of employment and prosperity.
ELForD A. CEDinuRG.

APPENDIX
CONGRESSIONAL

SUPPORT FOR BUDGET

CONTROL

I have argued that the proposed budget resolution does not recognize
the clear improvement in economic conditions, and does not respond
to the clear desire of the American people for restraint in government
activities and spending.
However, aside from these policy disagreements, I want the new
budget control process to work. And in my opinion, the Budget Committee is attempting to extend its influence to areas not contemplated
by the Congressional Budget Act, and in so doing is risking a political
counterreaction which could destroy the entire process. For example:
Eleven amendments were offered during Budget Committee
markup of the concurrent resolution. Many of these amendments,
which are listed in attachment A were aimed at a level of detail
traditionally reserved for authorization and appropriation
legislation.
The Budget Committee staff is preparing "early warning reports" on legislation scheduled for floor action. These reports, a
sample of which is included as attachment B, purport to compare
estimated budget authority and outlays for individual bills with
similar estimates in the first concurrent resolution. Of course,
neither the first concurrent resolution, nor its legislative history,
contained such estimates. The early warning reports are ex post
facto staff estimates, with no standing in either the budget control
or legislative process.
Nowhere in the Congressional Budget Act, or its legislative history,
is there any congressional sanction for decisions at this level of detail.
The Budget Committee was intended to recommend budget totals and
allocations to individual committees. Section 302 of the Act clearly
reserves to individual committees the responsibility for making further allocations to subcommittees or programs.
ATTACHMENT
A
AMENDMENTS PROPOSEDFOR THE 2D BUDGETRESOLUTION-FISCAL
YEAR 1976
[In millionsof dollars)
Function
budget
authority

Function
outlays

2. tonable-Fiscal year 1976impactof President's$28Btaxcut. Faed, voice vote ---------------------------2. Holtzman(050: NationalDefense) DODabsorptionof 100 percentpay-Failed,
voice
vote
5.. ............. ........ ................ ....
- 800
-762
3. Mink-Substitute
to O'Hara amendmentfon educational
programs-Failed,yeas
8,nays 8 --------------------....---------------------.........
649
319
4. O'Hara-Studentassistance
grants Passed, panse
ootn
200
5. Mink Impactedaid Fad, ynas 7, nayn8.80
6. Mitche t-Eonomicstimulusto 120.000jobs Failed,rollcall,yeas11, nays 14
1,000
1 000
7. Mitchel-Sommnr
youth program,Passnd,
voice vote--------6
75
SO'Hara Librarian
training, Passed,
voice vote------------------....
6
9. Holzman-Tite 1 education. Failed,
tss Ut, ays12 -oool,
.200
226
1o. O ana--Publicworks. Passed,
voice vote-------------511. Holtnman(600 Income seurity) SSi, housing
allowanceand benefitsincrease.
Failed,roila, yeas 6, nays 15 ............................-- - - - - - - -644
644-
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1. Bills Scheduled for Week:
Veto Override
H.R. 4222-National
Amendments.

School Lunch Act and Child Nutrition Act of 1966

Conference Reports
H.R. 8121-State, Justice, Commerce, Judiciary Appropriation Bill.
H.R. 8561-Agriculture Appropriation Bill.
Appropriation, Mandatory Spending and Entitlement Bills
H.R. -Military Construction Appropriations, Fiscal Year 1976.
,S. 584--Correct Certain Inequities in Crediting for Retirement of Federal Employees (National Guard Technician Service).
H.R. 7642-Extend Special Pay Provisions for Armed Forces Veterinarians,.
Optometrists, Certain Nuclear-Qualified Officers.
H.R. 9576-Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Amendments of 1975.
Authorization Bills Scheduled for Week
HR. 9056--Amendments to Small Business Act and Small Business Investment
Act.
H.R. 8841-Extension and Amendment of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act, As Amended.
I.R. 7988-Heart, Lung and Blood Research, Research Training, and Genetic
Diseases Amendments of 1975.
H.R. 8672-Emergency Rail and Transportation Improvement and Employment
Act of 1975.
Special Interest
H.J. Res.-American Technicians in the Sinai.
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HOUSE COt1tLITTEE ON THE BUDGET, OCTOBER 6, 1975
7,. . 4 2 2 2---ATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH ACT AND CHILD NUTRITION ACT OF
1966 AMENDMENTS
Bill type: Authorization/Spending.
Scheduled:
Veto Override.
Tuesday, October 6.

Committee of Jurisdiction: Education
and Labor.
Chairman, Carl Perkins.
Ranking Minority, Albert Quie.

I. EXECUTIVE SUIMALRY

Budget Resolution included funds only to continue current program. This bill is above Budget Resolution estimate by $250 million
in BA and 4235 million in outlays.
Spending in this function is likely to exceed the Budget Resolution
primarily resulting from the impact of the economic situation on uncontrollable outlays.
This program is in function 600, Income Security. It formerly was
in the Education function. Appropriations of current budget authority
are included in the Agriculture Appropriations Bill.
Extends reduced price lunch eligibility to 95% above the poverty
level. This extends eligibility to $9,770 for a family of four. (Current
eligibility 75c above the poverty level.)
Requires purchase by Department of Agriculture of specified agri-cultural commodities for donation to child nutrition programs.
Extends child nutrition programs to non-residential day care facilities.
Continues back-door financing through FY 1978 for special supplemental food program for women, infants and children (WIC). This
is not technically a violation of section 401 because customs receipts
(Section 32 authority) are involved, not contract, borrowing, or entitlement.
Provides that assistance under these programs shall not be considered income or resources under any Federal or State laws, including
public assistance and taxation.
II. BUDGET AUTHORITY
[inmillionsofdollars
Difference
over(±) under
(-)'
Estimates
budget
resolution
Budget
Budget
authority
Outlaysauthority
Outlays
President's
request
tst
budget
resolution
-----------------------------House

1,798
2,508
2,088

Senate....................
Conference
....-

2,757
2,758

(95)

1,720
21,
430....
3, 1

2,679
2,665

-710
-710
.........----...
+580
+5B
+249
+250

± 249

+235
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ML.R. 7642-EXTENSIO

OF ARVIED FORCES

PAY PROVISIONS

Committee of jurisdiction:

Bill type: Entitlement bill.

Committee

on Armed Services.
Mr. Price, Chairman.

Scheduled:
Monday, October 6.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The bill extends thru fiscal year 1976 the special pay provisions for
Veterinarians and Optometrists and for Nuclear qualified Officers who,
extend their period of active duty.
HI. BUDGET SUMMARY
[In millionsof dollars]
Differre
over(+)
under(-)
budget
Estimates- resoltionAuthorizationAuthorization
amounts
amounts
President's
request-3
tot budgetresolution
.......House.
..
Senate
Conference-

------- ---3 ---------------3 .

EARLY WARNING REPORT
M.R. 8841-EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT OF THE FEDERAL INSECTICIDE,
FLNGICIDE, AND RODENTICIDE ACT, AS A3orENDED
Bill type: AuthoriZation.
Committee of jurisdiction: Agriculture.
Scheduled:
Mr. Foley (Washington) Chairman.
Wednesday, October 8,and balance
Mr. Wampler (Virginia) Ranking
of week.
Minority Member.
.

EXECUTIVE SUMARY

Continues authorization of the FIFRA program until the beginning
of fiscal year 1977 at the same program level.
Requires the Secretary of Agriculture and the FDA to institute
a new inspection program of all imported commodities from countries
not regulating pesticides.
It. BUDGET SUMiiARY
[inmillionsof dollars]
Differenceover
(±3
under
(-)budget
EstimatesresolutionAuthorization Authorization
amounts
amounts
President'srequest
............
-................
.......................
48
0
tot budgetresoluti
48
.
.
. .
HouseIreported)
- .. .........
14 ....-.
-----------------------------------------------.
... ----Se nate....
Confe
rence
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

tie..
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If these programs are funded at the full authorization level the
following outlay levels can be expected:
Millions

Fiscal year:
1976
1 977
197 8
1 979
1 9 80

$118
------------------------------------------------------------. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 18 8
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Is
------ --------------------------------------------- 188
-------... ....... ...... ......

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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HlR. 8672-EMERGENCY RAIL AND TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT AIND
EM1PLOYEiENT ACT OF 1975
Committee of jurisdiction: Interstate
Bill type: Authorization.
Scheduled:
and Foreign Commerce.
Wednesday, October 8 and balance
Mr. Staggers (West Virginia),
Chairman.
of Week.
Mr. Devine (Ohio), Ranking Minority.
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Funding assumed in the Budget Resolution for this purpose.
Opposed by the Administration.
Bill provides for the rehiring of railroad workers to perform needed
maintenance and upgrading of roadbeds.
II. BUDGET SUMMIARY
[In millions of dollars]

EstimatesAuthorization
amounts

Differenceover (+)
under
(-) budget
resolutionAuthorization
amounts

President's request......... .................
...
.................
0 ..... ....
-------lst
budgetresolution-------------.
.. .
-------(r) -240
+245
House(reported)---------------------------------Senate(passedS. 1730)..............
................. ......
....
700
+ 700
Confe
rence ----------------.------------------------------...
............. ....
I The budgetresolution assumedpassage
of the emergency
lobs bill in fiscalyear 1975,and provided$600,00,000in
budget authorityin finca) year 1975and $600,000,O0
in outlays in fiscal year 197G

S. 584--C4ORRECT CERTAIN INEQUITIES IN CREDITING FOR RETIREMENT OF
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES NATIONALL GUARD TECHNICIAN SERVICE)
Committee of jurisdiction: Post Office
Bill type: Entitlement.
and Civil Service.
Scbr-duled:
David Henderson, Chairman.
Wednesday, October 8 and balance
Ranking
Edward
Derwinski,
of week.
Minority.
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Not assumed in Budget Resolution.
Bill opposed by the Administration, the Cic"il Service Commission,
and GAO.
Bill provides full retirement credit under Civil Service for pre1969 national guard technician service when service Cotltinued on or
after January 1,1969.
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11. BUDGET SUMMARY
lInmillions of dollars]
Estimatesof total civil service
retrrement/disabildty
Budget
authorityI
President'srequest
---- -,820
1st budget resolution
-------House _
Senate .........---Conference
-

-

-

-

-

Outlays2

This bill over(+)
budgetresolution
Budget
authority

Outlays

0, 974 0
]1 1------930
8 512.0 -..........................
,93,8
8,5...2.+8
+0.2
38,012.2
+8
+.2
--------

Budgetauthority represents
the required30-yrannual paymentto trust fund from generalrevenues because
employee
employer contributionsdo not cover full costof this charge.
00Outlaysrepresenttheincreasedbenehtpaymentsis bscalyear 1976estimatedbytheCivil Service
Commission($161,
00).

DISSENTING VIEWS OF HON. ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN
This is a timid budget which does not address the serious economic
and social problems facing our country.
This budget essentialy accepts the spending patterns of the past.
It does little except tinker at the margin with problems, instead of
asserting new priorities for the Nation. For example, it authorizes
spending 4- of general revenue funds for defense despite the fact
that we are no longer at war.
The budget fails to deal adequately with unemployment. There are
more than ten million people who are unemployed or have dropped
out of the labor force. The budget endorses a 7.5 percent unemployment rate for 1976. This is a tragic waste of human resources. It
translates into an economic loss of over $100 billion in real output
during 1976. With our labor force gTowing at unprecedented rate,'
our economy must expand considerably more rapidly to provide jobs.
housing, education, and health services for more people.
This budget recommends the Cougress forego the opportunity to
face these issues. It chooses to accept paying for joblessness-19.1 billion for unemployment compensation, SG.(; billion for food stamps and
$5.8 billion for AFDC-instead of paying for job creation. I believe it
is a serious mistake for the Federal budget to choose welfare over work.
While our major cities are continuing to decay and face an increasingly bleak future, this resolution endorses $91.2 billion in outlays for
defense. This is 8503 million higher thal the Coiinittee recommended.
and the Congress accepted, in the First Budget Pesolition. The present
resolution recommends spending $8.3 billion more on defense than we
did last year. We are not at war. nor is the threat of war immineint. We
should isot spend billions in peace-time to support suich demonstrably
wasteful weapons sy steins as the B-1 bonbei. AVA.CS. the Trident
submarine, and MARVS. Mot spending on defense is by definition
inflationary; weapons do not enhance our country's economic strength
or potential.
The resolution calls for the Department of Defense to absorb 50':c
of the cost of its pay raises (.,800 million) ; that is comnendsblc. But
the Committee. by rejecting niV amendment for 100 percent absorbtion, (which -wotld have save another .,soo01million) failed to take
more positive steps to control the Pentagon budget.
While I know the limitations faced by the Budget Committee because of its short existence and the magnitude and complexity of its
task, I believe it has nonetheless failed to use opportunities that were
available to effect a significant change in national priorities. Thus,
while this budget contains $1.3 billion to support tlle prices of tobacco,
wheat, peanuts, and other commodities, the Committee would not accept my amendment to increase spending for elementary education by
Soaring thei1950's the labor force grew at less than 1.5 percent a year; it is now
increasing at 2.5 percent annually.
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$200 million. There have only minimal funding increases for this
progi am, despite the fact that the nation has a 23% rate of ftmctional
adult illiteracy in recent years.
This resolution fails to address the desperate plight of the most helpless Americans--the poverty-stricken aged, blind and disabled. The
SSI program does not yet provide enough income for these poorest of
our citizens, and the Committee rejected my amendment to add $644
million to provide housing allowances and other benefits for SSI beneficiaries. This is not the way a responsible Congress, concerned with
this nation's human needs, should behave.
The Committee continues to recommend funds for programs which
are unnecessary and unproductive, and which add nothing to our
national defense or our national economy. The budget fails to support
programs which would strengthen our economy and improve the
daily lives of millions of Americans.
The Budget Committee has yet to seize the opportunity given to us
under the Budget Act, to make substantial changes in the ways that
Federal monies are gathered and spent. This budget is regrettably a
weak document.
ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN.
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